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Disclaimer
The comments, articles, stories, letters and information
contained in this magazine are the personal opinions of
the writers and are not—and are not to be construed to
be—official policy or commentary of the Malibu-Mirage
Owners and Pilots Association.
Neither the Association nor its directors, officers nor the
publisher give any official sanction to any articles, stories,
letters or information contained herein.
THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SAFE
AND PROPER OPERATION OF HIS/HER AIRCRAFT AND IT
IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND TO
OPERATE THAT AIRCRAFT IN COMPLIANCE WITH THAT
AIRCRAFT’S PILOT’S OPERATING HANDBOOK AND OTHER
OFFICIAL MANUALS AND DIRECTIVES.
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ON THE COVER
The Broadmoor resort in
Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Letter from the Editor
by Jeff Schweitzer

As a certified resort snob, I have enjoyed
the hospitality of the finest hotels in
North America, Europe and Asia.
One of my top selections is the
Peninsula Hotel in Hong Kong,
where a room brings with it a Rolls
Royce at your disposal for all your
local transportation needs, all for
only $3000 per night. Fortunately,
somebody else was footing the bill
when I was there last. In that same
league of excellence, yet for only a tiny
fraction of the price, I would comfortably
place The Broadmoor in Colorado Springs,
the host of our convention this year. This is
truly a world-class resort, and a destination
for the most discerning travelers from across
the globe. I can say with confidence that
MMOPA has never held a convention at a more
luxurious hotel, nor one in a more majestic
setting. Allow me to repeat what I said in
the previous issues: if you attend only one
aviation convention in your lifetime, this would
be the one to choose. Yeah, so I’m laying
this on a bit thick. But I mean every word.
Building on past experience, and learning
from your comments, the academic program
this year is better than ever. Our speaker
program contains a major surprise as MMOPA
continues to attract ever more attention from
the aviation community. Mark your calendars
now for September 14-17. The central location
deprives any Malibu pilot the excuse that
the trip is too far. This should easily be a
record-breaking convention for attendance
and airplanes. If you are flying any version of
a PA-46, you simply do not want to miss this
convention. I provide the dates of September
14-17 multiple times in several places in many
issues so I can respond with appropriate
indignation when I am asked the inevitable
question, “so when is the convention this year?”

Tradition

Six years ago when I was badgered…er…
offered the opportunity…to become editor of
the magazine, I thought we should begin a
tradition of providing MMOPA members with a
pre-convention tour of the host city and resort.
Due to logistics and scheduling, the inaugural
pre-convention article first appeared in the
summer 2001 publication, with a virtual visit
to Asheville, North Carolina, and the Grove
Park Inn. Subsequently, every convention
has been previewed in this magazine, and
we continue that tradition in the issue you
now hold in your hand. I hope you enjoy the
feature article about Colorado Springs and The
Broadmoor, written by yours truly. Please, hold
the applause until the end. Feel no obligation
to give me a standing ovation. On the other
hand, if you feel compelled, you should be
free to express yourself. No need to hold back.

What an Idiot

That would be a reference to me as I busted
altitude coming into Carlsbad, California. I
was cleared from FL270 to cross Julian (JLI)
at 10,000 feet. I was about 15 minutes out
from the fix, so this was not the usual SOCAL
slam dunk. Piece of cake. I set up to hit 10,000
feet about 2 miles from JLI just to be sure,
and started down. During my descent, ATC
further cleared me to cross JLI at or above
10,000 feet, then down to 8,000 feet, with a
heading of 270 degrees after crossing the
VOR. So like the moron I can occasionally
be, I reached over and dialed in 8,000 feet.
Since I had set up my descent to hit 10,000
feet 2 miles east of JLI, you know, to be safe
and conservative, I consequently went below
10,000 feet before reaching the VOR as I
continued my descent to 8000 feet. I wound
up actually crossing JLI at around 9,000 feet.
That brought a rather exasperated controller
on frequency reminding me oh-so-gently of
the crossing restriction. What a bonehead
maneuver. But hey, what’s a 1,000 feet among
friends? NASA ASRS report here I come.
I give you this tale of amateur hour because
a lesson lies within, and hopefully others
can learn from my mistake. Again. I do
not intend to make a habit of teaching by
dumb example, so hopefully this will be the
last such story for awhile. I dialed in 8,000
feet when I heard my revised clearance
because I was distracted by the weather at
my destination that was quickly going down
the commode. The ILS at Carlsbad was out
of service due to a jet that had crashed there
a few weeks earlier, killing all on board, and
wiping out critical equipment on the ground.
What remained was a GPS approach with
much higher minimums, made even higher
by a local NOTAM. Night was approaching
rapidly, passing through a murky dusk. Fog
was moving in quickly, bringing the field close
to those revised minimums. In this race with
Mother Nature, I was the tortoise, she the hare.
I was briefing the approach, but also looking
cont. page 8
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Letter From the Editor
(continued)

to see what airport I would divert to in case of a missed, which
seemed more and more likely. Looking at the sectionals, then
finding the approach plates for various alternates, adjusting to the
diminishing light in the cockpit, and responding to SOCAL’s vectors
and frequency changes all combined to increase the workload.

from Austin to San Diego with 80 knot headwinds going west and
40 knot headwinds returning east. Two days later was a trip from
Austin to Cincinnati, with 90 knot and 30 knot headwinds to and from,
respectively. In other words, in one week I had headwinds going west,
east, north and south. I’m not making this up. I’ve got witnesses.

Absolutely nothing about these circumstances was out of the ordinary
or demanding, or even remotely difficult to handle; all just contributed
to a bigger workload. I was comfortable, and actually enjoyed the
challenge. But sure enough, I let myself get distracted, and blew my
crossing restriction. No excuse for that, just a lesson in humility. We
all know in theory how insidious distractions can be, but when reality
bites us in the bum, it is a good reminder that this flying thing we do
is serious business, with little tolerance for error, even if we get a little
busy. That night, I did go to bare minimums, getting a dim sight of
the misty runway approach lights just as I was pushing the throttle
forward to miss. A Citation behind me missed, and as far as I know
I was the last one in that evening. All this served to emphasize to
me how little margin for mistakes we have – right after I made one.

So I was not optimistic as I struggled against the winds on my
way northwest, stopping twice for fuel between Austin, Texas and
Spokane, Washington. Both fuel stops, first in Colorado Springs, then
in Boise, Idaho, were to minimums in ugly cold blustery weather. As
I listened to ATIS on the way to Boise, I learned that the approachdu-jour was a LOC BC to runway 28L, with ceilings reported just at
the limit for getting in. My first thought was, “Do I remember how
to do that?” This would be the first time in awhile since I took one
of those approaches close to the ground in hard IMC. But there is
nothing like low ceilings to concentrate the mind. Hmm, so let’s
see, I set the OBS to the front course, fly the tail, hit BC on the
autopilot, and expect normal sensing, right?” Yes indeed, and just
to be sure I watched my VOR #2 to confirm reverse sensing on that
unit. The approach went just fine, but I sure do prefer a good old
ILS when the weather stinks. I digress. Anyway, as I was climbing
out on the last leg of the long trip, with ground speeds hitting an
agonizing 98 knots, I just knew the winds would diminish for my
trip home, for they always have, every time. But no, not this time.
Finally! With a big push of three-digit winds for almost the entire
duration of my trip home, I flew non-stop from Spokane to Austin for
a distance of 1390 miles in 4.5 hours. Victory at last. Victory at last.

Finally!

I am pleased to report that I actually experienced a tailwind on a
return leg equal to the headwind endured on the outbound portion
of a trip. What a tailwind it was, topping out at 125 knots, giving me a
maximum ground speed of 379 knots. In my hapless career as a pilot,
I have either had a headwind both to and from my destination, with
annoying frequency, or at best a tailwind in one direction only a pale
whiff of its opposite cousin. Case in point: I just returned from a trip

Night Owl

Scheduling demands have put me in the air late at night several
times over the past few weeks. Most recently I flew back from
Southern California, departing at 6:30 pm and arriving home in
Austin at 1:30 am. Along the way, nature threw in a mix of heavy
rain, ice and turbulence to round out the package. Those 40 knot
headwinds mentioned above made for a stop in El Paso for fuel,
resulting in a trip down through and then up again into the nasty
stuff. Fortunately, my wife Sally takes weather and wind in calm
stride. We certainly seem to experience both with great regularity.
While certain risk factors increase dramatically at night, particularly
in hard IMC over rough terrain, most night flights are calm and
peaceful, with a view of the sky unseen by earthbound humans. The
one aspect of night flying that really catches my attention, though,
even in good weather, is flying into an unfamiliar field, especially
one buried in the lights of a busy metropolitan area. My rule is to
ask, always, for an instrument approach to the runway, eliminating
any visual guessing games. If I have the runway absolutely nailed,
I will cancel and go for a visual. A recent experience, however,
taught me that even with the field clearly in sight going visual to
a new airport at night might not be such a good idea after all.
I was flying from Sacramento to Gillespie Field near San Diego
on a clear night. According to ATIS, I would be landing on runway
27R; since I was heading south I would be nicely set up for a right
downwind. With visibility in the millions, I saw the airport beacon
from about 40 miles out; closer in the runways came clearly into
view. As I was being vectored for the localizer, I had the airport
clearly made, and was about to request the visual. Then I decided,
nah, I’ll stick with the approach. That was a good call. On final, I
looked over to my right and saw, much to my surprise, a big hill
topping out well above my altitude: that terrain was exactly where I
would have turned right base and descended if I had decided to do
the visual approach. Perhaps I would have been warned by ATC,
perhaps I would have seen the hill in time. Perhaps not. My rule
now is that on every night flight, I will fly an instrument approach
to any unfamiliar field, even if I have the airport unambiguously in
sight. While a bit conservative, the method significantly reduces
the possibility of eating granite, and costs only a few minutes.
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Piper Perspective:
The View from Vero Beach
Piper … the Road Ahead
by James K. Bass

James K Bass
President and CEO
The New Piper Aircraft, Inc.

Since my last column, much has changed at
Piper. As I write this, it’s been six months since
I became President and CEO, and I’ve had the
chance to take stock of what the company has
been through, what it is today, and where it’s
going … both in the short term and the long run.
When I think of what our employees have
been through during the past several years,
everything from the economic downturn after
9/11 to the hurricanes, I am struck by their
loyalty and commitment to excellence. Piper
is truly a team … a team that takes its job to
heart. I can tell you unequivocally that the men
and women on Team Piper see their work as a
calling. In the traditional sense of the word, they
are true craftsmen, dedicated to building aircraft
that they are proud to put their signature on.
Examples of loyalty abound. One that sticks
with me is how the day after Hurricane Wilma,
many Piper people were left with serious
damage to their homes, and many were
without power. Nevertheless, they came to
work, to clean up after the hurricane and get the
company back on track. That’s loyalty, and it’s
a value you see very little of in this day and age.
That’s the caliber of the people who build the
aircraft that MMOPA members love and rely on.
For me during the last six months, my
number one priority has been employees
and customers. I have worked to ensure
that Piper team members have had what
they need to get the job done. At the same
time, I have been focused on reaching our
customers, thorough personal contact,
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outreach programs and on ensuring that all of
Team Piper is equally committed to doing so.
In that same period, we have augmented
our management team by bringing in new
members to achieve greater depth and to
fill holes in our experience level. We have
embarked on a comprehensive product
development program, are optimizing our
existing dealer network, and are in the process
of a major facilities revitalization. Our focus has
been on the basics: Quality … Delivery … Cost.
And our employees have responded by
showing us that they are fully on board
with what they see. They did so by giving
Piper a huge vote of confidence when they
voted in April to decertify the union that
previously represented them, a move that
in the annals of union history has never
occurred during a first-term contract. It goes
without saying that we have momentum.
We have fully recovered from the hurricanes of
2004 and 2005. We have repaired the damage
and are in the process of demolishing that
which couldn’t be repaired effectively. At the
same time, we have hardened all our existing
structures so they can now withstand even the
most powerful hurricanes nature can throw
our way. And we are working to update and
modernize much of the rest of our campus.
Moreover, the numbers are telling. We
have gone from building 189 aircraft in
2004, to 233 in 2005, and we are projecting
between 250 and 280 aircraft in 2006. Our

revenues follow the same trend: $101.3
million in 2004, $137.8 million in 2005, and
projections of more than $180 million in 2006.
With that momentum, we are also looking
for talent to augment our team. In total, we
now have a workforce of approximately
1,000 and growing. Our immediate need is
to hire the professionals we need to grow:
more than 30 design engineers, at least 10
manufacturing engineers, and more than 50
production workers. In addition, we are hiring
in other departments, including Marketing
and Sales, Dealer Development, Parts,
Quality Assurance and Flightline Operations.
Other areas where we are moving forward
include supply chain management and
aftermarket support. Our focus on supply
chain improvements centers on reducing lead
time and inventory. As for aftermarket support,

we are moving diligently on the availability
of technical assistance and spare parts.
Current production and future product plans
are driving this growth. In the first case,
we have, as many of you know, deployed
advanced glass avionics across our model
line; and, as you read this, we will be in the final
stages of our Mirage North American Demo
Tour, featuring our latest, Avidyne Entegraequipped model. In the second case, we have
just completed the most extensive product and
market research ever conducted by Piper. The
data we have compiled through more than
1,100 interviews with customers, dealers,
industry leaders and experts speaks directly
to where we will take Piper in the years ahead.
Armed with our findings, we are in the process
of developing our next generation products.
Next steps include detailed plans for new

product introductions and/or innovations that
we will bring to market every year. Additionally,
and in answer to the questions many of you
have raised, we will finalize Piper’s jet strategy
this year. And while on the subject of jets, I don’t
mean to be coy, but we have been studying
this market very carefully. Our thinking is
that winning in this segment isn’t a question
of getting to market fast; it’s a question of
getting to market with the right product.
So, as you can see, we have a lot going
on … and a lot to come. This is an exciting
time for all of us, and we are pleased to be
sharing this very exciting future with you.
MMOPA has always been an integral part of
the Piper family, and in the months and years
ahead, we think you will find all the more
reason to be proud to be a part of Team Piper.
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Note from the President
Meeting with Jim Bass
by Jim Yankaskas

Jim Yankaskas

MMOPA past-president and current board
member Richard Bynum made arrangements
for us to meet with Jim Bass, President and
CEO, at the New Piper plant in Vero Beach
on February 27. Our purpose was to continue
and expand the productive interactions we
have enjoyed with Chuck Suma and his staff.
I enjoyed a fine trip from RDU in N4372B at
FL220. This was only my second stop at VRB
since Doug Leet and I took our initial PA-46
training at “Malibu U” with Bob Scott in 1987.
We enjoyed good VMC, and the arrival at a
familiar airport and FBO. Richard’s Mirage
was in annual inspection, so he got to fly
Delta Airlines to Orlando. We met at Sun
Aviation right after my post-flight inspection.
The Piper factory is on the field and the offices
were a few hundred feet from Sun Aviation.
Richard and I were a few minutes early, but
Jeff Krell, Manager of Worldwide Sales, met
us at the security desk and took us right up
to Jim Bass’s office. Jim arrived exactly on
time and greeted us warmly. He mentioned
that many Piper owners stop to visit, but we
emphasized that we had specifically come to
Vero Beach to meet with him and to facilitate
productive interactions. He knew of MMOPA’s
first and generous gift to Piper’s employee
relief fund after hurricanes Frances and
Jeanne in September 2004, and appreciated
that MMOPA is and will continue to be a
robust supporter of Piper and the PA-46. We
reviewed the educational and safety goals
of MMOPA, and the format and content of
our annual conventions. He plans to attend
our 2006 Colorado Springs convention,
and lauded our preliminary program.
Jim Bass has 30 years of leadership
experience in manufacturing. He reviewed
his philosophy and management style. He
visits the production facilities daily, knows
his employees, and fosters their careers. He
has shared commitments to his employees,
top quality products, and the stockholders.
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We discussed and agreed to several important
joint activities. He accepted our invitation to
write a regular column in our magazine. We
will continue the successful ombudsman
program, ably led by MMOPA’s Douglas Leet
and Piper’s Suzanne Francke. We designed
a program to collect product improvement
suggestions from MMOPA members, vet
them internally, and forward the most
important ones to Piper annually. We were
impressed by his openness and frankness.
Be certain to meet him at our convention!

Volunteers
Dave Pomerance has served MMOPA for more
than 10 years by collecting, summarizing, and
posting PA-46 accident and incident reports on
our website. This information helps us learn
from the experiences of others, and has formed
the basis of many important safety discussions
at our convention. I thank Dave for his
steadfast work and this important contribution.
Stepping into Dave’s substantial shoes will
be Manny Casiano, a PA-46 owner and
general surgeon from Frederick, MD, who
volunteered to take on this task. Like me,
Manny is an M.I.T. graduate. He has excellent
quantitative skills and demonstrates a keen
attention to detail. I expect that his summaries
and analyses will help us understand the
causes of accidents, and guide us toward
improved flying skills that will maximize our
personal safety. Welcome aboard Manny!
As I mentioned in my prior column, MMOPA
functions effectively through the volunteer
work of many. I have enjoyed excellent
responses when calling individuals to help
with specific tasks. But you, our members,
have many good ideas, skills, and talents
that can make MMOPA even better. Please
contact me or any other board member
directly with your suggestions and with your
willingness to help. I expect that you, like me,
will reap benefits that exceed your efforts.
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Aviation News
by Doug Leet

This last three months have been relatively
accident and incident free in relation to the PA46 airframe. Listed below is the only exception:

Douglas Leet
Douglas Leet studied at Michigan
State University and received his
M.D. degree from The University
of Chicago. Internship, residency
and fellowship in General Surgery
and Urology followed in Chapel
Hill at The University of North
Carolina. He practices Urology in
Raleigh, specializing in pediatric
and microsurgery, female urology
and oncology. Flying was always
just a dream until 1978, when
he began early morning lessons
before work during his fellowship
in general surgery. Thirty days later,
with nearly continuous ground
school, he had his private certificate.
Doug bought a 1964 Mooney M20E
shortly thereafter and obtained
his instrument ticket in 1980. The
M20E was sold for an M20K(turbo),
and finally the ultimate flying
machine, his 1984 Malibu. Doug’s
flying experiences expand across
all of North America and into the
Southern Caribbean.

NTSB Identification: MIA06CA046.
The docket is stored in the Docket
Management System (DMS).
Please contact Records
Management Division
14 CFR Part 91: General Aviation
Accident occurred: Friday, January 20,
2006 in Tampa, FL
Aircraft: Piper PA-46/Jetprop,
Registration: N122SR
Injuries: 1 Uninjured.
On January 20, 2006, about 1330 Eastern
Standard Time, a Piper PA-46/Jetprop,
N122SR, registered to and operated by
a private individual as a Title 14 CFR Part
91 personal flight, made a hard landing at
Vandenberg Airport, Tampa, Florida. Visual
meteorological conditions prevailed, and
an instrument flight rules flight plan was
filed. The private-rated pilot received no
injuries, and the airplane incurred substantial
damage. The flight originated in Dickson,
Tennessee, the same day, about 1315.
For the first time since I have produced
a column for our quarterly magazine, we
have only the one incident to report, and no
fatalities or injuries. I wonder how much our
Malibu Mirage Safety and Training Foundation
(MMS&TF) has influenced this record. Let’s
keep watching and see if we can correlate
improved safety with attendance at the training
seminars. Mona Rathmel mentioned to me at
our Board meeting this weekend that there
has never been a fatality among the members
who have participated in the MMS&TF. Have
you attended? We have expanded this
series to 8 conferences per year, including
three sessions designed for your mechanic.

Advanced Pilot Seminars
Walter Atkinson, John Deakin and George
Braly are responsible for helping change
piston engine theory and management.
These experts have created two versions
of their Engine Management Made
Easy Course: live and online. If you fly a
piston, you will want to take this course.
Live Course
Engine Management Made Easy is an intense
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2 1/2 day course covering all aspects of piston
engine operations. The course is designed
for all levels of pilot experience, from private
pilot to ATP, and covers piston engine theory
from basic through advanced concepts.
These concepts are clearly demonstrated
on the most advanced engine test stand in
the world, the Carl Goulet Memorial Engine
Test Facility at GAMI. You need not be an
engineer or an A&P to get the most out
of this seminar. The curriculum is tailored
toward all internal combustion engines,
including fuel injected and carbureted, and
both normally aspirated and turbocharged.
Engine monitoring is an important part of the
course, with an emphasis on understanding
the basic principles, and learning how to
interpret the data. You will learn how to use
the engine monitors for optimal lean-of-peak
operations, and how better operations can save
you money, year after year, on maintenance
costs. You will become comfortable using
the engine monitors to diagnose a wide
variety of engine problems, including clogged
injectors, fouled plugs, impending valve failure,
detonation, and pre-ignition. This course
will save you money, and maybe your life.
Even though the course is directed at
pilots who get FAA WINGS credit for their
participation, mechanics with IA privileges
also receive 100% of their annual FAA
IA continuing education renewal credit.
Once you arrive in the thriving metropolis of
Ada, Oklahoma, you will be catered to and
cared for in grand style. In the classroom
you will be served delicious home-cooked
food, along with the barbecue for which Ada
is now famous. GAMI provides all of the local
transportation you will need while at the course.
Online Internet Course
By popular demand GAMI has created an online
version of their Engine Management Made Easy
course. You can now get all of the information
in the comfort of your home using a high-speed
connection. For the pilot or mechanic who
cannot arrange travel to Ada, or take time away
from work or family, this is an ideal opportunity.
The internet version of “Engine Management
Made Easy” is a detailed, multi-media, online
course reflecting nearly all aspects of the live
class. You will see all of the same material,

including the engine runs on the Carl Goulet
Memorial Engine Test Facility. The class
has always been a fire hose of information
over 2 1/2 intense days in the classroom.
One advantage to the online course is
that you may proceed at your own pace.
Live versus Online
The interactive give and take of the live
classroom environment has some advantages
that can only be appreciated in person. Also,
some of the teaching tools and methods used
in the live classroom just cannot be duplicated
in the online environment. On the other hand,
the online course allows you to set our own
pace, as mentioned above. If you decide to
take the live class any time within six months
after your online class signup, GAMI offers a
tuition credit against the cost of the live class.

If you still hesitate to commit to take this
course, listen to this high praise offered
from a few who have gone before.
“I teach people how to present seminars for
a living. I’ve never seen anything remotely
as well done as this class. You guys should
be teaching people how to put on seminars!”
“Now, for all of you who can’t find the time or
lack the exposure to fine Oklahoma culture,
you don’t have to fly to Ada. I was thrilled
to find this course now on-line. I guarantee
after attending this course, you will fly your
piston plane differently. You will understand
its functions, temperatures and limits.”
The course is packed with practical advice.
Here is an example of one recent question:
“The manual has us run the engine for

five minutes at 900 RPM after landing to
insure that the turbochargers will have
cooled off and be lubricated after shutdown.
Do you have any thoughts on this?”
George Braly responds: “Provided that your
approach and landing are normal, and that
you don’t do any high-power run ups on
the way to the hangar, you’re wasting time
and fuel doing that, and you’re probably
heating the turbo up, not cooling it off. With
a normal pattern, all parts of your engine
are just about as cool as they’ll get as you
turn off the runway. From that point, most of
them start heating up again. Turbo included.
Let me repeat: if you fly a piston, this is one
course you simply do not want to miss.
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TBM700 Insights
Know Your Instructor
by Trey Hughes

Trey Hughes
Trey has been a professional pilot since
1971. During the first sixteen years, Trey
saw duty as an instructor, charter and
then corporate pilot flying a variety of
aircraft, including the Cessna 310, 340,
414, 421 and 425; Beach Baron and
King Air and Cessna Citations. He left
corporate life in 1987 when he joined
the staff at FlightSafety San Antonio
teaching in the Mooney, Merlin/Metro,
TBM 700 and Cessna Citation 500
Series aircraft. After retiring from FSI
in 2001, he became the Executive
Director of the Mooney Aircraft Pilots
Association. In 2002, Trey and his wife
Lela founded Flight Training Inc. in San
Antonio, Texas and secured a contract
to provide transition training for all
the Mooney Airplane Company new
aircraft deliveries. Later that same year,
FTI branched out to include the TBM
700, in which Trey has over 1800 hours
teaching. Trey has more than 8000
hours of flight time and holds an ATP
with CE500 Type, a CFII and MEI ratings.

Any pilot moving up to a high performance
airplane like the TBM 700, Malibu, Mirage or
Meridian should invest both time and money
in getting an aircraft check-out prior to taking
the new toy for a ride. I have said this many,
many times before. These great airplanes
do not require a pilot with Chuck Yeager-like
skills, but do require a high performance
pilot with sufficient knowledge in proper
operations. And that knowledge can only be
gained with the help of a qualified instructor.
Unfortunately, all instructors are not created
equal. A CFI competent and qualified in
one type of airplane is not necessarily
competent and qualified in yours. And when
you are seeking that all-important aircraft
check-out, you want someone in the right
seat who brings help to the dance, not
hindrance. An example is necessary here.

Personal Rocket
Mr. Newowner buys a shiny new-to-him,
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only slightly used TBM 700 for fun and
business travel. Mr. Newowner’s experience
in high-performance, normally-aspirated
piston-engine aircraft has not prepared
him for the tremendous performance and
operational differences of this pressurized,
turbine-powered personal rocket. So Mr.
Newowner checks around his local airport
for a willing flight instructor who can take
him from 150 knots to 300 knots in smarts.
At the recommendation of some other pilots,
our new TBM owner contacts a CFI who also
happens to be a captain for a national airline.
Mr. Newowner is confident that this instructor
can help him make friends with his new aircraft.
After all, the CFI has many thousands of hours
operating Boeings in the flight levels. However,
being highly qualified to fly an airplane with
a 3-digit model number beginning with 7
does not necessarily help here. Boeings and
TBMs are not alike. But I get ahead of myself.

Going South

Mr. Newowner and Captain-Instructor meet
at the appointed hour on the appointed
day. Both are ready to begin the transition
training that will make Mr. Newowner safe
to take his family from “sea to shining sea”
in ease and comfort, all while avoiding the
dreaded TSA. During this first training period,
however, things already begin to go south.
Having made the first takeoff supervised by
Captain-Instructor, Mr. Newowner is pleasantly
flying toward the designated county airport
for takeoff and landing training. Since he has
not yet imprinted the mental image of a good
sight picture through the front windshield, our
student asks his instructor to demonstrate
the first traffic pattern and landing. CaptainInstructor assumes control of the TBM and
enters the downwind leg for a normal full stop
landing. Base and final proceed normally, and
all seems in order until just over the numbers,
when events begin to get interesting. With
the instructor on the controls, the airplane
begins to level off about 10 feet above the
runway, and the airspeed rapidly deteriorates.
Reacting quickly, the instructor pushes the
power lever forward. As a result, that big
French turboprop rolls smartly to the left,
contacting the runway with the left wing…
yeeha! Only due to the great strength of the
TBM airframe is the outcome such that we
are not now talking about a fatal accident.

Head Over Heels

Instead, the aircraft cartwheels down the
runway, shedding body parts along the way.
First the tail comes off, then the engine,

which splits in two. One wing separates
at the inboard attachment point, and the
other breaks at the landing gear. When the
dust settles, the cabin structure is sitting
on its right side in the dirt on the side of
the runway. The passenger door opens
and out crawl Mr. Newowner and CaptainInstructor, dazed and confused, but unhurt.
However, Mr. Newowner’s pain is just
beginning. Since he needed 10 hours of dual
for his insurance, he was not covered for the
hull damage portion of his aircraft insurance.
And, much to his dismay, he finds that his Open
Pilot clause requires 50 hours in make and
model and attendance at the factory school,
neither provision of which Captain-Instructor
has met. Mr. Newowner just discovered that
he is not insured. As I mentioned earlier,
being qualified in a big Boeing does not
necessarily translate to knowledge of all
airplanes powered by turbine engines. Dealing
with the centerline thrust, gobs of torque and
P-factor and being able to feel or predict the
torque-roll control departure are skills that
only a TBM 700-qualified instructor possesses.
Lesson 1: Know your instructor
Before you begin the process of transition
training into your new-to-you TBM 700,
Malibu, Mirage or Meridian, you should do
some homework. The most important first
step is to find a qualified flight instructor.
By qualified, I mean knowledgeable and
experienced in your specific model of aircraft.
This is an area where all instructors are not
equal. We are fortunate to have great flight
instructors in the industry today, with each
having an aircraft in which he or she has
special skills. Since you are new to your
particular model, finding an instructor who has
specialized skills in your airplane only makes
sense. This will also help to ensure that your
insurance company will protect your interests
should something go wrong during training.
So do not be shy. Ask direct questions of
a potential flight instructor. You need to
know how much time he or she has both
flying and instructing in the model you have
purchased. Anything sounding like “they all
fly the same” or “I’ve flown a XXXXX (insert
another airplane here) and they are all the
same” should make you run, not walk, away.
Several well qualified TBM 700 and PA-46
instructors are available around the country,
and most will travel to you if you wish. Check
out the advertisers throughout each issue
of the Malibu Mirage magazine for help.
Lesson 2: Be Proactive
When you find a TBM-qualified flight instructor

to handle your training, your job is not
finished. Do not just sit back and say “teach
me.” Get involved in your training. Take some
responsibility for your training by having
a plan for what you want to cover before
you and your instructor meet. Discuss your
wishes and needs with him or her when
you are making the arrangements for the
flight lesson. Make sure that the instructor
understands where your aviation career has
taken you, and where you want to go with
this new airplane, literally and figuratively.
Let him know what type of flying you plan
to do with your TBM or Piper so that they
can have a plan for getting you comfortable
with that specific type of flight operation.
Make sure that the instructor has a clear and
written plan for each of your flight lessons. This
lesson plan need not be too formal or overly
complicated. You are looking for a “road map”
for each lesson that the instructor will use during
the preflight briefing and post-flight debriefing.
Make sure that each flight lesson includes
both, that is a preflight and post-flight briefing.

Before and After

Each training event should be reviewed
thoroughly before being accomplished
in flight. The learning process benefits
when the student and instructor clearly
understand exactly what is to be done and
what each person’s responsibilities are
prior to commencing a flight lesson. Then,
after each training period, the trainee and
instructor should conduct a comprehensive
debriefing session where success and less
than desirable progress should be discussed.
During this post-flight period, you should
help the instructor understand your level of
knowledge by first giving your impressions
of your progress through the various training
maneuvers completed during the flight lesson.
This “self critique” helps the instructor to
see if you are recognizing areas in which
your understanding and performance need
improvement. By practicing a personal
review after these training flights, the habit
of conducting a flight critique each time
we fly is reinforced. This will turn every trip,

even the most routine flight, into a potential
learning experience, and should help you
become a better high-performance pilot.
One additional note to the flight instructors
out there in MMOPA-land: do not fly in
someone else’s airplane under the “Open
Pilot” provisions of the insurance policy. While
this part of the policy protects the aircraft owner
as long as you meet the qualifications, you are
not protected. If something should happen that
prompts a claim on the insurance policy, the
insurance company will fix the airplane since
you met the provisions of the policy. However,
the insurance company will most likely look to
you in order to recover costs. Since you were
not a named insured, you could be held liable
for damages. This is the reason that I always
insist on being named on any customer’s
insurance when providing training or pilot
services. Also, any CFI who is a member of
the National Association of Flight Instructors
(NAFI) has available insurance coverage
for non-owned aircraft and professional
liability; a good investment in my opinion.
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AIRCRAFT TRAINING SERVICES, LLC.
MALIBU, MIRAGE JETPROP
& MERIDAN
TRAINING
Insurance Approved

INITIAL & REFRESHER COURSES

(913) 441-7820 • (913) 908-7752
Tom Deutsch
Owner/Instructor

Certified Flight Instructor since 1972 (34 years)
Over 18 years flying and teaching in PA-46 s

Email: deutscht@rhwhotels.com

Address: 24308 West 79th St., Shawnee, KS 66227
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Views from a JetProp
Hidden Treasures
by Robert Conrad

Robert Conrad
Bob was told he could never be a pilot
during a long bout through the 70’s with
Meinere’s Syndrome, an inner ear disease.
He received his pilot license in 1983 after
a successful operation. He is a CFII and
enjoys teaching. He owns a Decathelon
and takes pleasure in light aerobatics.
He also stays busy developing and
maintaining web pages for charities
and flying for AirLifeLineMidwest.
Bob graduated from the University of
Detroit in 1962 with a degree in Electrical
Engineering. He then joined his father’s
Motorola Two-Way Radio business, which
eventually grew to over 160 employees
in the two-way radio, cellular, paging,
SMR, manufacturing and radio broadcast
industries. In 1990, his company took over
airport management and FBO operations,
including a maintenance and avionics
shop, at the Butler County Regional
Airport in Hamilton, Ohio (HAO). In 1999,
Bob decided to take an early retirement
and turn the business over to his children
and employees.
You can visit his web site at: www.PA46T.com

Every blossoming organization has a few
characters that stand out from the rest.
In MMOPA the first name that comes to
mind is Sy Weiner, who all will agree is our
founding father. Then there are those loyal
members that have sat on the Board and
been willing to hold up the gavel. Then we
have a few members that have just always
been available inconspicuously looking for
opportunities to be of value. One such member
I have been honored to know is Bill Prymak.
Bill bought one of the first Malibus to come
out of Vero Beach in 1984, and introduced
the airplane to the west. He still flies that bird
today with an unmodified Continental IO520
engine. Just ask Bill, this is the best piston
banger for the Malibu airframe. But Bill is not
stuck back in time, as evidenced by his fancy
three-blade prop. His paint is original and still
looks great. All the boots are also original and
appear brand new, even the lousy right boot
that was thinned out for the original in-wing
radar. This attests to the meticulous care
he gives to his bird. But Bill’s caring nature
toward people is what makes him stand out.
Bill has not missed one MMOPA convention
since the original Sarasota, Florida meeting in
1989. He has consistently offered his Aspen
Villa for auction, generously contributing to the
coffers of our organization. Bill also loves to
roam the Bahamas. For many years now he
has introduced innumerable MMOPA pilots

to the thrill of flying over those crystal clear
waters. While he has explored virtually the
entire region, he takes his friends to Pittstown
on Crooked Island. If you want to join Bill
for his annual fly-out to Crooked Island he
will request that you load your plane down
with clothing, toys and medical supplies
for the island children. He brings the staff
at the resort presents from the states, and
constantly interacts with them as an old friend.
Bill is an accomplished scuba diver and has
used this skill in his quest to find out what
happened to Amelia Earhart. He can spend
all evening telling stories of the adventures
he has had with a small group determined
to solve the mystery of her disappearance.
Bill’s wife Gloria has always been a strong
supporter and companion. She has not been
able to make the Bahamas trip for the past
three years due to poor health. This has taken a
toll on Bill, who sees that these are not just like
the good old days. He realizes he is nearing
the end of his flying career and will tell you that
he no longer feels the excitement in flying that
he once enjoyed. Our group celebrated his
78th birthday with him on March 24. He had
dancing girls and a big homemade cake. The
cooks could not find enough candles for the
cake; and besides, we were concerned about
building a bond fire and burning the place down.

Bill O’Donnell joins up with Paul Akers for a photo opportunity.
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cont. page 23

Paul’s Lobster catch and tonight’s appetizer.

Shelter adjacent to runway used to evaluate landings and drink Pina Coladas.

Heading out for a day on the water. Left to right: Bill O’Donnell,
Lilian Asher, Bernie Asher, Louisa Mariani, Bill Prymak,
John Mariani, Nancy Conrad, Bob Conrad, Leanne Akers,
Mary O’Donnell, (Paul Akers, photographer)

Bill O’Donnell catches tonight’s supper… mighty good!

2000/40 foot runway at Pittstown.

On our way out to snorkel for Lobster and Conch.
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Views from a JetProp
(continued)

View from Conrad cabin.

Light House at Pittstown. Two families lived at the
base of the tower and shared the watch.

Tail salute as we approach Pittstown from the water.
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Mary (the poet, remember the last issue?) climbing a vine in a cave.

Paul harvesting a conch.

Conch checking out new environment. Notice the eyes.

Island children picking out gifts.

Bill Prymak’s children.

What’s this? Bob Conrad and Bill O’Donnell headed out to San Salvador
for some sweet Jet-A on a tip from a person unmentioned that fuel was
available. We could not raise them on Unicom, but we landed anyway.
Well, you guessed it, no fuel. Then Bill and Bob both discovered that the
“other” person did not have enough fuel to go on. The picture tells the
rest of the story as we prepare Bill’s plane to go fetch fuel at Georgetown.

I get a lump in my throat when Bill shares with me his feelings
about entering the twilight years of his flying career. This is the
inevitable moment we all dread. We all wonder, “is there life after
flying?” Every landing on Pittstown’s 2000/40 foot runway gets
graded. Bill earned an honest 10 on the last one I witnessed.
Within a day after returning home, all of us Bahamas Bums
received an urgent e-mail from Bill setting the stage for next
year’s fly-out. Perhaps Bill is actually fulfilling our dreams for us.
Visit to Albert Town on Acklins Island
to give gifts to school children.
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Pilatus Points
Mountain Airplanes
by Mike Haenggi

Mike Haenggi
Mike learned to fly Champs and
Aircoupes off a small grass strip in
Wisconsin, and he has been a wing
nut ever since. He spent ten years in
the aviation publishing industry. As a
senior aviation editor, he helped put
together more than 100 books on the
history of aviation. He has authored
two books of his own and many
aviation articles. He holds an MBA
in Aerospace Business from EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University and is a
Certified Flight Instructor. Today, Mike
is the Marketing Project Manager for
Pilatus Business Aircraft on the PC-12
program. He lives with his wife and
daughter in Thornton, Colorado.

With this year’s convention in Colorado
Springs, I thought we should talk about
airplanes in the mountains. No, not another
rehash on lenticular clouds or some
bland discussion about different types of
katabatic winds. I hope we all know by
now that mountain flying presents unique
challenges. Instead, let’s explore for a minute
what characteristics make an airplane
well-suited for flying in rugged terrain.
Power
Our mountain airplane needs power,
lots and lots of power. Thin mountain air
will quickly ground any underpowered
weaklings. The more power you have,
the shorter your runway requirements.
Consider that Lake County Airport, located
in Leadville, Colorado, has a field elevation
of 9,927 feet. The standard temperature
at this airport is 24ºF (minus 4ºC), which
means that even when at freezing (32ºF
or 0ºC), the density altitude is more than
500 feet above the field elevation. In the
summertime, when temperatures go up into
the seventies, density altitude can reach
14,000 feet. That is approaching the service
ceiling of some normally aspirated pistons,
just sitting there idling on the ground.
We also need ample power for climb
performance. Most mountain airports are
located in valleys surrounded by high peaks.
The sooner you can clear the peaks, the
sooner you can stop circling to gain altitude
and be on your way. For a given weight of
an airplane, the rate of climb depends on
the difference between the power available
and the power required, or excess power.
Angle of climb is a function of excess thrust.
If you only need a small portion of your
available power to maintain level flight,
the rest will be available to head uphill.
Due to their ability to deliver more
power at higher altitudes, turbocharged,
supercharged, or turbine aircraft have
a definite mountain flying advantage.
Maneuverability
A good mountain airplane should also be
able to maneuver in confined places. Being
able to slow down and turn a tight circle at
constant altitude allows more options when
operating in steep valleys and canyons. For
example, a maneuverable airplane may
allow pilots to fly a full pattern where others
may be forced to do a straight in approach.
Increased maneuverability also provides
an additional safety margin in case of an
emergency during departure. The mountains
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are notorious for their lack of suitable
landing spots. If something goes wrong,
an aircraft with light wing loading can make
steep turns without losing too much altitude
and safely make it back to the runway.
Pressurization
If you have ever hiked up Pikes Peak, you
know firsthand that mountain air is thin.
When flying the mountains regularly, a
pressurized aircraft is the way to go. Even
if you choose the lowest altitudes available,
you will often find yourself above 12,500 feet.
FAR 91.211 states that the crew must be on
oxygen if above that level for more than
30 minutes. And if you go above 14,000,
the crew must be on oxygen at all times.
Keep in mind this is one case where the
FARs are not all that conservative, as some
people suffer hypoxia at altitudes as low as
10,000 feet. Pressurization will also help
you avoid altitude sickness and headaches
from ups and downs in cabin pressure.
Steep Approach
Mountain flying often involves skimming
among the mountain tops, moving through
the ranges until you reach your destination,
which you find tucked away in a narrow valley
far below. Sometimes you will want to lose
several thousand feet of altitude in the space
of a mile or two to set up to land properly.
Being able to reconfigure and put the
aircraft into a steep, constant speed
descent is a definite advantage here. Just
about any airplane can descend quickly,
but most will pick up speed during the
entire ride down, with the result that
you level off in a confined valley going
several hundred knots. The key indicator
of whether an airplane can handle steep
approaches or not is how quickly the plane
can descend without picking up any speed.
Short Field
It may go without saying, but better short
field performance makes for a better
mountain airplane. And I am not just
talking about airplanes that can land on
a 400-foot gravel bar or on a 200-foot
slope on an 18 percent grade in a clear
cut on the side of a mountain. Those
kinds of airplanes are obviously cool,
but my expectations are not that high.
More practically speaking, any aircraft
you can load up with fuel and people and
still have a respectable takeoff distance
at 7,500-foot on a typical summer day
is a winner. Aspen, Colorado, at 7,820
feet with its 7,000-foot runway on an

80-degree day, is not a challenge for
a good mountain airplane. Even with
a heavy load, you should be able to
lift off using only half the distance.
Soft Field
Soft field capability is often overlooked.
But if you use your aircraft for recreation,
soft field landings can put you within reach
of some beautiful places inaccessible to
most people, away from the crowds. Here
again, I do not mean an extreme like
being able to land in three feet of snow
on a glacier. An airplane that can handle
simple grass and gravel strips and some
moderate bumps with confidence literally
has thousands more airports available for
landing than one confined to the pavement.
Good Choices
I am sure some of you are already
thinking of some great airplanes that fit
some or all of these criteria. When most
people consider mountain airplanes,
the bush planes often come to mind,
such as Piper Super Cubs, Maules, and
Huskys. Or if you are thinking a little
bigger, maybe a Pilatus PC-6 Porter,
Cessna Caravan, or a deHavilland Twin
Otter. If I did not mention your favorite
here, please accept my apologies.
No slight intended. These, and many
more I missed, have proven themselves
to be fantastic mountain airplanes.
Of course I would also like to point out
that the PC-12 is truly in its element
flying in the mountains. When you
consider each one is born at the Pilatus
factory in the Swiss Alps, that makes
a lot of sense. The PC-12 has great
power, maneuverability, short field
performance, pressurization, and can fly
a constant-speed approach steep enough
to make an untrained observer nervous.
Yes, the PC-12 is a 10,450-pound airplane
with a 4,130-pound useful load. But the
airplane has low wing loading, yielding a
stall speed of only 66 knots fully loaded.
Even with a bulk coming in at twice that
of smaller single-engine turboprops,
a PC-12 can lift off in 1,500 feet less
runway out of a hot and high airport on
an identical mission. Factor in the PC12’s generous cabin, huge cargo door,
and soft-field capability and you can
see the airplane is clearly up to the task.
Too Vain to Train
No matter what airplane you choose as
your mountain steed, make sure you

have the training and experience to fly the
mountains safely. Despite all that has been
said here about aircraft capability, safety
comes from being a well-trained pilot first.
If you are new to mountain flying, or just
have not flown amid the peaks in a while,
the Colorado Pilot’s Association offers a
great mountain flying course to sharpen

your skills. Check out their website for
more info, www.coloradopilots.org.
Then get ready. Colorado has some of
the most beautiful flying routes in the
world. See you up there in September!
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Issues and Answers
CFIT and Mountain Flying
by Mary Bryant

Mary Bryant
Mary has been a pilot for over twenty-five
years and has instructed in the Malibu
since 1988 when she worked for the
Piper Training Center. Subsequently, she
was Eastern Region Sales Director and
Malibu Mirage demonstration pilot for
Piper Aircraft. Mary was also co-founder
and owner of Attitudes International,
Inc., The New Piper Aircraft’s exclusively
approved training school for Malibus,
from 1991 – 1998.
Mary currently provides Malibu-Mirage
and JetProp training through Eclipse
International, Inc. in St. Petersburg,
Florida. Mary holds ATP, CFII, and MEI
certificates, and is type rated in the
Cessna Citation. She also has a BA from
Northwestern University and an MBA
from the University of Illinois. Mary
may be reached at 727.822.1611.

Anticipating that many of our flat-land pilots
will be attending the MMOPA convention
this fall in Colorado Springs, I would like to
review some issues associated with flying
in and near mountains. Controlled flight into
terrain (CFIT) is one of the leading causes of
accidents. The risk of CFIT increases in more
inhospitable topography. We will also review
some basic mountain flying phenomena for
some of our pilots less experienced in rugged
terrain. Although Colorado Springs is just to
the east of the Rockies, many of you may
be planning side trips to other surrounding
airports. I would highly recommend you obtain
some mountain-specific instruction before
doing so. Even with our high-performance,
turbocharged and turbine aircraft, performance
is significantly impacted by altitude.

a.
		
b.
		
c.
d.

Let’s start by defining controlled flight into
terrain. CFIT is “the event that occurs when
an airworthy aircraft, under the control of a
qualified pilot, is flown into terrain (or water or
obstacles) with inadequate awareness on the
part of the pilot of the impending collision.”

5.

NB: In drafting this article, I wondered how
relevant some MMOPA members might find the
CFIT topic. My question was soon answered
in the most unfortunate way. On March 30, I
learned that an old friend and experienced pilot
(with a second pilot on board) was missing
and last known to be flying a Caravan in the
mountains near Palm Springs. The wreckage
was soon found and cursory review seems
to indicate that they simply flew into the side
of a mountain. Although months will pass
before all the facts are known, it’s difficult to
understand how two well-qualified pilots in an
aircraft with an exceptional safety record could
suffer this fate. Please be careful out there.

Questions
1.

The largest number of CFIT
accidents involve:
a. large air carrier aircraft
b. part 135 small turboprop
		
and jet aircraft
c. part 91 general aviation aircraft
d. sport aircraft
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2.

During what portion of flight does
CFIT generally occur?
a. Take off
b. Climb
c. Cruise
d. Descent
e. Approach and landing

3.

More than 70 percent of the CFIT
accidents are caused by the
following factors. Although these
factors are not mutually exclusive,
which cause is number one?

Omission of action or
inappropriate action
Lack of situational awareness/
position awareness
Inadequate flight handling
Equipment failure

4.

The number one “omission of action
or inappropriate action” resulting
in CFIT is:
a. failure to execute missed
		
approach in a timely manner
b. failure to obtain updated weather
c. failure to properly fly the missed
		
approach instructions (heading,
		
altitude, holding pattern, etc.)
d. failure to maintain proper airspeed
Lack of situational/position
awareness is a major contributing
factor in CFIT accidents on approach
resulting in:
a. deviations off course during final
		
approach into surrounding terrain
b. improperly executed missed
		
approach procedures
c. improper descent management
d. improper equipment management
6.

What time of day do the majority
of CFIT accidents occur?
a. Sunrise
b. Morning
c. Afternoon
d. Twilight and nighttime

7.

Runway slope affects result in the
tendency for a pilot to position
the aircraft on final so that the
runway appears as a normal, flat
runway. This results in which of
the following?
a. Low approaches on up
		
sloping runways
b. High approaches on up
		
sloping runways
c. Low approaches on down
		
sloping runways
d. High approaches on down
		
sloping runways
8.

Black-hole illusion:
a. occurs during a night approach
b. occurs over unlit terrain or water
c. results in the airport appearing
		
lower than actual resulting in a
		
higher than normal approach
d. results in the airport appearing
		
higher than normal resulting in a
		
higher than normal approach
e. results in the airport appearing
		
higher than normal resulting in a
		
lower than normal approach

f.
		
		
9.

results in the airport appearing
lower than normal resulting in a
lower than normal approach

The most critical measure of altitude
when en-route in mountainous areas
is which of the following?
a. Density altitude
b. AGL
c. MSL
d. Pressure altitude
e. OROCA

10. Which type of airspeed should
be used for determining landing
speed when landing at a high
altitude airport?
a. KIAS
b. KCAS
c. True airspeed
d. Ground speed
11. When flying into and out of high
altitude airports, piston powered
aircraft engines should be leaned:
a. during taxi
b. during run-up
c. during take-off
d. during climb
e. during landing

in take off ground roll is illustrated
for departure from Telluride
(Elevation 9,078 feet) on a 86 degree
F day versus a standard
temperature day (about 58 degrees
F) in St. Petersburg, FL (Elevation 10
feet) assuming weight 4,850 lbs.
and no wind?
a. 30%
b. 50%
c. 70%
d. 100%+

12. When encountering severe
turbulence it is imperative that the
aircraft be slowed below
maneuvering speed. Which of the
following actions could appropriately
be taken to accomplish this?
a. reduce power to idle
b. extend gear
c. extend flaps
d. deploy spoilers/speed brakes,
		
if available
13. Using the POH performance charts
for a Malibu Mirage (PA46-350P),
what percent increase in runway
length is illustrated for take off
from Telluride (Elevation 9,078 feet)
on a 87F degree day versus a
standard temperature day (about 58F
degrees) in St. Petersburg, FL
(Elevation 10 feet) assuming gross
weight of 4,300 lbs. and no wind?
a. 30 %
b. 50%
c. 70%
d. 100%+
14. Using the POH performance charts
for a Meridian, what percent increase

Answers
1.

b. Although the majority of CFIT
fatalities involve large air carrier aircraft
because they carry more passengers,
the largest number of CFIT accidents
involved part 135 operations. In
general aviation, almost 5 percent of
the accidents and 17 percent of the
fatalities are due to CFIT. I suspect
many PA46 pilots have more in
common with the part 135 pilots than
part 91 general aviation pilots as a
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Issues and Answers
(continued)

whole in terms of how aggressively
we fly the aircraft, without some of the
additional training and restrictions of
the part 135 operators. As a result, I
think we may be particularly susceptible
to this issue.

9.

b., with e. (OROCA) a very close
second. OK, so maybe we could
debate this one a bit. Let’s start with
some definitions.

Density altitude is pressure altitude corrected
for nonstandard temperature. Density
altitude is critical when determining aircraft
performance during takeoff and climb but is
less helpful enroute.

2.

e.

3.

a.

4.

a. The omission of action or
inappropriate action was usually a
pilot’s failure to respond properly when
reaching decision altitude (DA) or
the minimum descent altitude (MDA)
without visual reference, or when visual
reference was lost. This accounts for
almost 25 percent of the CFIT accidents
studied. FAR 91.175 is quite specific
regarding what is required when DA or
MDA is reached without visual contact
with the airport or runway environment.

AGL, altitude above ground level or absolute
altitude, is altitude expressed in feet
measured above ground level. I really want
to know this altitude for “noise abatement”
or, in other words, to avoid the sound of
crunching metal.

c. Typically, pilots were right on course
but did not manage their descent
properly and were unaware of high
ground in the vicinity of the airport. The
spots marking accidents often cluster
5-15 miles off the approach end of a
runway. Be sure to review terrain in the
area and have a backup plan should
avionics or engine failure occur.

Pressure altitude is altitude measured from
standard sea-level pressure of 29.92 in.
Hg. It is the number actually read from an
altimeter when set to 29.92, assuming no
instrument error, and is what should be used
at FL180 and above.

5.

6.

c. and d. The majority occur during
late afternoon, twilight and nighttime,
with about 21 percent involving visual
illusions such as runway-slope and
black-hole illusions.

7.

a. and d. Excessively high approaches
can result in overshooting the runway
or excessive airspeeds. When poor light
and/or visibility also prevail, the danger
of CFIT increases.

8.

a., b. and f. When descending visually
into an airport at night in mountainous
terrain, if the airport lights disappear,
climb immediately because there is
likely higher terrain between you and
the airport. Visual descents should
be avoided. Actually, flying in the
mountains at night should be avoided
in my book. However, if found in this
situation, be sure to use instrument
approach procedures when landing
even when conditions are severe
clear. This will provide safe descent
procedures and altitudes. Use of VASI,
PAPI and any other fight aids available
should be considered mandatory.
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MSL is altitude expressed in feet measured
from mean sea level. MSL is the altitude
used by ATC and for enroute and approach
procedures but it provides no indication of
how high above ground the aircraft is.

OROCA is off route obstruction clearance
altitude and is depicted in large numbers in
each lat/log quadrant of a low altitude enroute chart.
Yes, it is important to adhere to the
altitudes specified by ATC and referenced
in instrument approaches (which are MSL)
and one certainly better be using pressure
altitude when flying in the flight levels for
collision avoidance. However, if I were
flying in the mountains and had to choose
only one, I would go with AGL with MSA
(minimum safe altitude) high on my list when
flying instrument approaches and OROCA
when flying off airways. As Amelia Earhart
said “Trouble in the air is very rare. It is
hitting the ground that causes it.”
10. a. The pilot must be aware, however,
that at high altitude airports, the same
indicated airspeed will result in a much
higher ground speed during landing
and take off. This may result in longer
braking distances, hotter brakes
and potential issues with tires when
touching down at higher speeds. Make
sure your tires are properly inflated
to help minimize the potential for tire
failure.

11. a. and e. If the aircraft’s operating
procedures normally call for leaning
during climb, this would not change.
12. b. and d. for sure, a. if necessary to
slow quickly enough for safety. Shock
cooling is not an issue with turbine
engines. Although a pilot would prefer
to avoid such rapid power reductions
in our turbo-charged piston engines,
the remote chance of shock cooling
is certainly preferable compared to
structural failure. Flying is always a
matter of managing trade-offs and we
all need to keep our priorities in order.
Do NOT lower flaps as this would only
exacerbate the problem.
13. d. At sea level on a standard day, book
numbers assuming a paved, level, dry
surface, full power before brake release,
no flaps and liftoff at 78 KIAS show a
takeoff ground roll of about 1,900 feet.
At 9,000 ft and 86 degrees with other
assumptions constant, the ground roll
increases to about 3,800 ft. Actually,
the specified conditions are off the
chart and it’s dangerous to extrapolate,
as I did, because the relationships
are not necessarily linear. Operating
“off the charts” can be hazardous. In
addition, do not count on any of these
numbers. Unless you are a test pilot
with a perfect airplane, you probably
will not achieve results as favorable,
and for those of you that have been
into Telluride, you know it is anything
but a flat runway, slanting both up and
down depending on where you are on
the runway. Also, as a Florida resident I
can reliably tell you that the air is rarely
as cool as 58 degrees. Performance
could be improved by using short field
technique.			
14. d. At sea level on a standard day, book
numbers assuming a paved, level,
dry surface, full power before brake
release, no flaps and liftoff at 85 KIAS
show a takeoff ground roll of about
1,800 feet. At 9,000 ft and 86 degrees
with other assumptions constant, the
ground roll increases to about 3,600
ft. Charts for the Meridian are provided
for the specified circumstances but
other comments in answer 13 also
apply to the Meridian. And no, this isn’t
a miss-print; the ground roll numbers
for the Meridian are remarkably similar
to the Mirage. Again, performance
could be improved by using short field
technique.
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Malibu Maintenance
Interior Adjustments and Repairs
by Kevin Mead

Kevin Mead
Kevin is an IA who has
specialized in Malibu/
Mirage maintenance for
most of his 20 plus years
in general aviation. He is a
licensed private pilot with
a multi-engine rating.
In 1998, Kevin formed his
own business, Mead Aircraft
Services, which he runs
from a small farm in Inman,
Kansas. He will continue
to provide support for the
Malibu/Mirage fleet in
the U.S. and abroad.

In the constant effort to keep your aircraft
flying safely, most of your energy and dollars
are focused on the engine, airframe and
systems. An armrest may stop functioning or
a passenger may not be able to recline his
seatback, but since these are minor issues
many folks decide to live with them. After
all, malfunctioning or deteriorated interior
pieces do not usually affect the day-to-day
operation of the plane, but they can impact
comfort, sales appeal, passenger confidence
and sometimes safety. If left unattended,
some minor inconveniences may even lead
to damage that can be expensive to repair.

Seats
Headrests are subject to rough treatment
because they are in such a convenient
place to brace oneself when crawling in
and out of the cockpit. If yours begin to
flop around or fall over, the metal internal
structure has probably become detached.
The solution is to take the headrest apart
and replace the broken plastic clamps that
attach the support plate to the mounting
tubes with more durable, metal Adel clamps.
Armrest designs for the Malibu are different than
that of the Mirage/Meridian, but each is prone
to problems. People are always leaning heavily
on them or brushing against them. Through
normal wear and tear, they may bend, break
off or refuse to stay upright. Some owners
even go so far as to remove them altogether.
Malibu armrests have to be disassembled to
be repaired. The internal metal structure has to
be straightened if bent or replaced or welded
if broken, and then reassembled. Mirage and
Meridian armrests will need to be disassembled,
and the pivot bolt glued in place with Loctite
or similar adhesive and then reassembled.
If needed, their angle can be corrected by
adjusting the stops while the armrest is apart.
Seatbacks suffer the most common failure by
refusing either to recline or to stay upright.
On the Malibu, the seat gas strut may be
out of adjustment or empty. If adjustment is
needed the actuator’s mechanism can be
reset for proper operation. If the strut is low
on charge, replacement is the only option.
In the Mirage/Meridian, the passenger
seatbacks may recline on their own or
refuse to return to an upright position.
Readjusting the gas strut usually fixes this,
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but the problem may recur. The seatback
may also fall forward and refuse to lock in
the upright position. This can be addressed
by reattaching the seatback mechanism
locking-cam return-spring to the cam.
The Mirage/Meridian crew seatbacks are
supported by a hydrolock. If they fail, the
unit can be rebuilt or adjusted to allow
locking in a permanent upright position.
A seatback can also fail if the internal
structure breaks. This is almost exclusively
a problem with the Mirage and Meridian.
Crew seats have an aluminum structure
which can break causing the back to
“give” or twist when leaned on. The seat
covering can be removed and the metal
welded, but care must be taken when
climbing in and out of these seats since
they are delicate. The forward facing aft
seatbacks have a fiberglass, honeycomb
structure which is a great place to put your
knee when accessing the aft baggage
compartment. These can crack and snap.
To repair, remove the covering and perform
a honeycomb structure repair, then recover.

Shoulder harnesses
Crew seat shoulder harnesses are prone
to fraying through repeated use. Several
companies are authorized to re-web the
harnesses. Occasionally, the reel will break and
the harness will not retract properly. Reels are
also repairable. Lastly, if your shoulder harness
will not stay firmly attached to your lap belt, the
nylon bushing can be replaced inexpensively.

Window shades
If your plane is equipped with window shades,
you have probably noticed that they sag and
lose their pleats over time. This makes stowing
them difficult. To fix this, first find somebody with
clean hands. Then spray the extended shades
with spray starch until the shades are almost
dripping. Then carefully pleat the shades while
pushing them into the stowed position. Let
them dry that way for a couple of days. When
done, the pleats should be nice and crisp
again. This will have to be done occasionally,
especially if you live in a humid environment.

Sun Visors
Crew sun visors are delicate and can easily
crack or craze. The key to preventing
cracking is to always grasp the visors

with two hands when positioning them.
Doublers around the attach screws may
help prevent cracking. Crazed shades can
become opaque over time and should be
replaced. Visors may be replaced with either
factory units or with units from Plastech, Inc.

successfully improvised replacement parts.

Plastic bezels and Covers
Plastic interior trim pieces such as cabin
door trim, shoulder harness covers, and
window shade bezels can become cracked
and discolored over time. Plastech, Inc.
makes several replacement plastic parts
for the PA46. If pieces are just discolored,
they can also be removed and resprayed with vinyl paint with good results.

Carpets
Most PA46s are equipped with a good grade
of wool carpet that holds up well over time.
Dingy-looking carpet can be successfully
washed with soap and warm water. I have
washed hundreds of wool carpets in my
shop this way without a single incidence
of bleeding or shrinking. Just to be sure,
you might try an insignificant piece like the
nose baggage carpet first to make sure your
carpet washes well. Let carpets air dry. After
your carpets are clean, check the Velcro
strips that attach it to the floor of the aircraft.
If they are loose, they can be re-glued.

Cabinets
The cabinets behind the crew seats
are fairly sturdy, but the drawer latch
mechanisms and slides tend to fail over
time. These are irreplaceable on older
planes, but creative owners have

Placards
The PA46 is home to several mandatory interior
placards. They may include placards for the
emergency exit, oxygen, flight operations,
compass interference, compass correction,
or aft baggage loading. Consult section 2 of

your flight manual for a list of placards required
for your aircraft model. Some placards, such
as the compass interference sticker are selfadhesive while others, such as the emergency
exit plaque, must have adhesive applied.
Headliners
If you have an older Malibu, you may still have
the “stretchy” fabric headliner. Over time, the
adhesive attaching the Velcro to the structure
deteriorates and the headliner begins to sag.
The only fix for this is the labor-intensive
process of removing and re-gluing the Velcro.
Tending to broken or deteriorating interior
pieces in your aircraft may be a low priority,
but can be worth the effort. Do not put
off replacing broken pieces, assuming
you can always do it later. Many parts are
becoming increasingly difficult to obtain,
and not just for the older planes in the fleet.
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Simulator Training
Glass Cockpits
by Gary Burdsall

Gary Burdsall
Gary holds an ATP Multi
Engine Land type ratings in
Lear Jets, King Air 300 and
BE 199 Aircraft, Commercial
Rotocraft-Helicopter and
Single Engine Lane and
Instrument Certificates. He
also holds Flight Instructor,
Instrument Instructor, Multi
Engine, Single Engine and
Rotocraft-Helicopter. He
has over 11,000 hours and
is the former President/
CEO of an air carrier/air
ambulance company. He
has served as Director of
Flight Operations, Chief
Pilot, Company Check
Airman and Aviation Safety
Counselor. Gary has been
in aviation for over 30 years
working for corporate
flight departments, 135 air
carriers and owned his own
business. He joined SimCom
as Training Center Manager
for Vero Beach in November
of 2004.

Glass cockpits are the future of modern aviation.
Glass is here to stay. Yet the many advantages
of the new avionics suites bring with them some
learning challenges that vary from generation
to generation. Pilots who cut their teeth on
round mechanical instruments will likely have
a different experience from those who learned
keyboard skills in kindergarten. Regardless of
age, most pilots are capable of transitioning
to glass. A pilot’s previous experience and
exposure to advanced technology play a
part in how he learns to master the glass.
Until recently most of us who learned to fly did so
with flight school aircraft equipped with analog
flight instruments that we now affectionately
call steam gauges. Today a majority of upcoming new aviators are exposed to glass
panels right from the start. These pilots will
have virtually no adjustment when they get
into their first all glass cockpits. That still
leaves us old dogs trying to learn new tricks.

Old Glass, New Casio

When I first started flying in the early 70’s
the only glass in the panel was that covering
the mechanical dials. With the dawn of
the digital age, the most common new
instruments were digital displays, like the new
Collins Pro Line avionics, digital DME’s and
Digitron engine monitoring. These instruments
presented information in a new way, which
required some mental gymnastics to interpret
properly. To put things in perspective,
digital watches were also new at this time.
Reading my new digital Casio was typical
of the learning experience I had with digital
instruments in the cockpit. With the digital
watch I noticed that I had to pause and
think about what the electronic numbers
were showing me, i.e. 09:45 am meant
quarter to ten, and I had fifteen minutes
to get to a 10 o’clock appointment. This
sounds simple; however that small delay of
converting digital display to mental analog
was immediately noticeable and somewhat
uncomfortable to me. While I still wear an
analog watch to this day, I did get comfortable
with the digital displays in the cockpit.

New Glass, Old Watch

The first piece of real glass I used was a Collins
Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI), back in
the 1980’s. The HSI was an easy piece of
equipment to use, with a few selections for
display and needle overlays: no big deal
and quite useful. When I flew my first aircraft
equipped with an Electronic Flight Instrument
System (EFIS), I was not overwhelmed in the
least. However, I sat in the cockpit and went
through all the display options and learned to
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intuitively retrieve the most common set up for
me. One thing I remember, more than anything
else, was to keep things simple until I had
mastered all the display options. The analog
airspeed and altitude gauges were still part
of the six pack, making the transition easier.

Rate and Trend

Having the analog airspeed and altitude
instruments in the panel allowed for immediate
visual recognition of rate and trend of change.
When slowing down, the airspeed needle
moved counterclockwise; inversely, when
speeding up it moved clockwise. When the
needles moved fast you knew you were moving
fast. Same with the altimeter: recognizing
the immediate rate and trend change was
second nature with just a glance at the gauge.
With a new all-glass panel, rate and trend
indicators for airspeed and altimeters
are displayed electronically. This takes
some adjustment if you are an old dog.
However, like anything else, good instruction
and practice with the new displays will
bring proficiency and competence.

Big Benefits

The real plus to a new glass panel is that
the Primary Flight Display (PFD) contains all
critical flight information (airspeed, altitude,
vertical speed, and attitude) in one area
directly in front of the pilot. This information is
usually laid out right on the blue and brown
artificial horizon. Under that is the Horizontal
Situation Indicator (HSI) displaying heading
and course needles. This is an intuitive display
and promotes little eye and head movement
for scan. The Multi-Function Display (MFD),
typically located to the right of the pilot,
has all the other important and cool stuff,
including map page, traffic mode, trip page,
engine instruments, charts, and weather.
The key to getting full value from all of this
information is in knowing what, how, when
and when not to use some of the features.

Avidyne

Here at the SimCom International training
facility in Vero Beach we are teaching the
new Avidyne all glass panels currently being
installed across the New Piper product line.
Having worked with a broad base of pilots,
our instructors have found some common
techniques that help in learning how to
fly glass instrumentation. Bill Inglis, Fred
Schultz, Steve Jenkey, and Ian Ginello, whom
some of you know from previous classes,
wanted to share the following insights:
Look for the tools that help with situational
awareness beyond the normal instrument

scan. For example, when monitoring airspeed
for a constant value, the trend indicator
will move up vertically when accelerating
and down when decelerating. Pitch in the
direction of the tape to control the speed:
trend up/pitch up, trend down/pitch down.
Maintaining altitude is just the opposite: trend
down/pitch up, trend up/pitch down. Simple,
but effective. Another great feature of a glass
panel is seen when you are shooting an ILS
approach. When the glide slope indicator is
centered, it is adjacent to the digital altitude
display, obviating the need for the pilot to look
anywhere else for the Decision Height, (DH).

greatly improved on the large map screens;
a picture is worth a thousand words.

Bill Inglis

Steve Jenkey

With a new glass panel you will experience
more precise control of pitch, revealing an
effect similar to an actual Angle of Attack
(AOA) indicator. Precision pitch and power
control will promote better performance
in any phase of flight. Instead of needles
moving rapidly in old steam gauges, the
airspeed and altitude indictors in glass move
like slot machine numbers when indicating
a rapid change. Situational awareness is

Fred Schultz

Having trained a wide array of clients across
different age groups, I have found that the
younger generation has been a little more
adaptive, probably due to the exposure to
computers and video games at an earlier
age. However, I also find that pilots of all
ages and backgrounds can adjust. They
may need a little more time, but even old
steam gaugers become accustomed to
t h e n e w d i s p l a y s r e l a t i v e l y q u i c k l y.

All critical flight instruments on the Avidyne
panel, including airspeed, altitude, and
vertical speed, are in one horizontal line
from left to right. Everything is right in front
of the pilot on the PFD, making for a much
improved and easy scan. In my opinion,
pilots who are not technically adept face the
biggest challenge. We are sensitive to that
reality, though, and our training program
and teaching aids simplify the process
for them to the maximum extent possible.

Ian Ginello

Here are few good points if you need to
familiarize yourself with a glass cockpit.
I am sure you will find that flying glass is
less challenging than it might first appear.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select a good training program to
attend.
Completely read all manufacturers
manuals and guides. (Who really does
this?)
Sit in the aircraft or simulator, and get to
know all the displays.
Find a common panel set up that you
can intuitively retrieve.
Remember to minimize multi-tasking.
Keep it simple until you are proficient.

Nearly forty years ago I watched for the first time
the movie “2001, A Space Odyssey.” I will never
forget the amazing level of detail that they went
to show how the instrument landing systems
were displayed on the spacecraft. Many of the
displays were cathode ray tubes, a progenitor
of today’s glass instruments. It was futuristic
and exciting. Well the future has arrived. It
is here to stay and all about flying glass.
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Journey to Harbour Island
Gateway to the Pink Sand Beach
by Thierry Pouille

Thierry Pouille
Thierry (Terry) Pouille is
president of, and the
leading force behind,
Air Journey LLC.
He personally organizes
every excursion, and
always looks for new
ideas, new places to visit
and new destinations.
Thierry has accumulated
34 years of flying, in which
time he has flown to most
of the Caribbean Islands, all
of the countries of Central
America and many countries
in Europe. He owns a trusty
Beech Baron E55 that
takes him to many of these
foreign lands. He is an avid
photographer. Thierry
can be reached at
Thierry@AirJourney.com

After our last visit to Mexico, I have chosen
Harbour Island in the Bahamas as a
destination for a weekend getaway, or
perhaps the launching point for a journey
further south in the Caribbean. All 700
islands of the Bahamas lie within only a short
distance from south Florida. The closest is
Bimini at 43 nm from Fort Lauderdale, and
Freeport at 73 nm from Palm Beach. So
close, yet such a different culture and lifestyle!
While Nassau and to a lesser extent Freeport
are the main focus as Bahamian destinations
in advertising, many other islands offer much
more than nightlife and casinos. Let’s focus
on Harbour Island, which was described
by one world traveler as “the St. Bart of the
Bahamas.” One of the oldest settlements in
the Bahamas, Harbour Island sits just two
miles off the coast of Eleuthera. Our elders
apparently had a knack for finding exotic
places. While the early visitors took a long
time to arrive at their destination, owners of
a Malibu, Meridian or JetProp will cover the
short hop from Florida in the blink of an eye.

Documentation
Flying to the Bahamas is fairly easy, in
particular in comparison to Mexico or Central
America. Just make sure that you carry your
pilot’s license, medical registration and air
worthiness certificate. And take a look at
your insurance policy to confirm that the
Bahamian territory is included, as it should
be at no extra cost. I also recommend that
you obtain a radio operator’s license and a
radio station license, along with a Customs
decal. All can be applied for on the internet
for a modest fee. The Bahamian authorities
will not in normal circumstances
ask you to produce any of these
documents, but be prepared in
any case. Concerning what one
can expect upon entry, I have been
on the Aviation Committee of the
Bahamas for the past five years.
One product of that committee is the
Pilot’s Bill of Rights (see sidebar),
which sets a minimum standard
of treatment for all arriving pilots.
You can purchase from Jeppesen
their Caribbean Trip Kit (ACAR0146),
which shows some of the Bahamian
approaches. But frankly I would
not recommend doing so because
the Bahamas only offers precision
approaches in Nassau and Freeport.
GPS approaches are only found in
four other airports. Since the weather
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in the Bahamas is virtually always “severe clear,”
instrument approaches are rarely needed. If
the weather is such that a precision approach
is necessary, I recommend you don’t go.
A must to carry with you is the Bahamas and
Caribbean Pilot Guide, readily available through
Sporty’s or directly from Pilot Publishing (800521-2120). The publishers, John and Betty
Obradovich, are fellow owners of a Piper
Malibu. They have roamed the islands for
the past eight years, and have become a
fixture of the Bahamas. Their book gives you
a bird’s eye view of the airports, along with
all of the necessary information required for
safe operations and landing at each field.

Getting There
The official name of the airport is North
Eleuthera, MYEH. All airport identifiers in the
Bahamas start with the letters MY. That part
is fairly well-known, but the lettering code
contains more interesting secrets. The 3rd
letter in the identifier is the first letter of the
island chain you are on: E for Eleuthera, A
for Abaco, G for Grand Bahama, C for Cat
island, etc. The last letter of the identifier is
the first letter of the place you are flying to:
H for Harbour Island, M for Marsh Harbour,
S for Stella Maris, etc. Pretty neat, eh?
Flying in the Bahamas is different from
stateside. Besides Freeport and Nassau, no
airports in the Bahamas have a control tower
or taxiways. All communication takes place
over the common Unicom frequency of 122.8.
When I say common I mean just that: 122.8 is
the frequency used throughout the Bahamas.
Therefore, you need to practice your reporting
skills by identifying, at the beginning and end
of every transmission, the airport at which you
are operating. Since there are no taxiways,
I recommend that you leave plenty of time
for the planes ahead to back taxi if required.
When your turn comes, communicate your
whereabouts. When winds are light, you
will often see pilots using one runway for
landing and the opposite for taking off.

Arriving
The distance from Palm Beach to North
Eleuthera is only 200 nm. If you file IFR,
most likely your clearance will grant you
GPS-direct to your destination. If ATC clears
you via the airways, you will encounter a
slightly different terminology for the route. For
example, the victor airways in the Bahamas
are called BR for Bahamas Route. If flying
IFR above 15,000 feet, you will be provided

with radar coverage from Florida, then from
Nassau. If you cruise below 7,000 feet, you
will lose radar coverage for most of the route.
You are not required to leave the U.S. from
an international airport. You can leave from
any place you like, but you must enter the
Bahamas at an airport of entry (AOE). There
is at least one on every island chain; North
Eleuthera is one of them. The runway at
North Eleuthera, 07/25, has been repaved
recently, and is now a smooth 6,000 feet
long, 100 feet wide strip with a nose-bleed
elevation of 5 feet. Crown Aviation, the only
FBO on the field, has a dedicated staff and a
Customs and Immigration Officer. If you buy
avgas or jet fuel, which is readily available,
the landing fee will be waived. Fuel costs are
similar to what you would expect stateside.

Advance Notice of Arrival Required
U.S. customs requires at least one

unique photo opportunity of an F16

hour advance notice of your arrival.

or F15 prior to a lengthy explanation

You can call Customs the day before

when you land. If you filed a VFR

if you wish. Your arrival time is valid

flight plan, make sure to close your

Friendly Customs

for one hour before and one hour

flight plan upon arrival stateside.

The Customs experience in the Bahamas
is typically pleasant. Because of the Bill of
Rights, no overtime charges are ever incurred
anywhere in the islands. Upon arrival, you
need to provide the Customs Officer with your
passport or a birth certificate, immigration card
of the Bahamas (provided upon arrival), three
copies of a general declaration form known
as C7A (also known as “Transire”), and your
luggage. After a couple of official stamps are
pressed onto the documents, welcome to the
Bahamas! You need three copies of the general

after your stated time. After taking

When you land, proceed directly to

off from North Eleuthera, contact

the Customs building, remove all

Nassau flight service to open your

of your belongings and take them

flight plan or to get your clearance

inside the terminal. Keep your

and proceed to your destination. If

luggage compartment and access

you fly VFR, make sure to secure

door to the plane open, have the

from Miami flight service an ADIZ

arrival report filled in and ready, as

squawk code before penetrating the

well as a completed U.S. Custom

ADIZ. Failure to do so will give you a

Declaration form.

cont. page 42
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Journey to Harbour Island
(continued)

declaration because one goes to Customs,
one to Immigration and one you keep as
proof that you have already cleared Customs
in the Bahamas. Do not lose that form!
After clearing Customs and Immigration,
you are free to go to Harbour Island. The
trip to town is a well-organized process that
begins with a short taxi ride at a cost of $4
per person, ending at the pier three miles
away. Then you will hop on a small boat
that transports you across the lagoon at a
cost of $5 per person. When you reach the
pier on the other side, taxis will be available
to take you to your hotel for $4 per person.
Or you can rent one of the readily-available
golf carts at $40 per day. This will allow you
to roam the island on your own, discovering
the unspoiled secrets at your leisure.

Sun and Fun
Pink Sand has been consistently rated
as one of the best Bahamas beaches,
and in fact is considered one of the best
in the world. The beach is 3½ miles of
hard packed, picture-perfect pink sand.
The ocean waters are warm and clear,
providing excellent fishing, diving and
boating. Safe swimming and snorkeling is
guaranteed by the outlying reef. The weather
is exceptional, with average temperatures
from the mid-70’s to mid-80’s and a low
in the mid-60’s to mid-70’s. The monthly
rainfall is on average less than 4 inches. A
pleasant ocean breeze is always present.
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The settlement located on Harbour Island
is Dunmore Town, which once served as
the capital of the Bahamas. The town is
named after Lord Dunmore, a Brit who was
governor from 1786 to 1797. The style of
the architecture is definitely New England.
The telephone area code is 242; to call from the
U.S. you simply need to dial 1 before the number.

Lodging
You have numerous choices for hotels on
the island, all of which are great. Since
you can look these up on the internet,
I’ll just point you in the right direction.
Romora Bay, facing west, is a quiet hotel
with a cute décor. The hotel has recently
changed ownership to a Miami-based
company. The room rate starts at $300
per night. Telephone: (242) 333-2325.
The Landing, located at the harbor pier, dates
back to the 1800’s. The hotel is owned by
the daughter of the former Miss Bahamas,
and is the place not to miss for either the
night life or for dinner. Rooms are priced from
$250 per night. Telephone: (242) 333-2707.
Pink Sands, the famed hotel of the island, is
full of colonial charm. The rooms are private
cottages, many overlooking the pink sand
beach. Rooms are pricey, starting at $500
per night. Telephone: (800) OUT-POST.
cont. page 44
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Journey to Harbour Island
(continued)

Items Required for Entry
To Enter The Islands of The Bahamas Private Pilots need:
(a) Three (3) copies of the C7A Bahamas Cruising Permit form.
(b) One (1) Bahamas Immigration Card per person.
(c) Proof of Citizenship - one of the following:
Passport
Birth Certificate with Picture I.D.
Private Pilots visiting The Islands Of The Bahamas should expect the following:
•
No Landing fee - for single engine private planes under 6,000 lbs. on a non-commercial trip
at any Government owned airport. Landing Fee may apply at private airports.
•
No Overtime Customs & Immigration Fee - for private aircraft visiting The Islands Of The Bahamas where
the pilot declares that he/she does not receive any remuneration and the flight is for recreational purposes.
•
No Transire - (C38) is needed for private pilot, cruising through The Islands Of The Bahamas
for pleasure (a copy of the C7A will suffice.)
•
No Tie Down Fee - at any Government owned airport. Tie Down Fee may apply at private airports.
•
A Flight Plan must be filed - activate prior to entering The Islands Of The Bahamas and close after landing.
When leaving The Islands Of The Bahamas it is mandatory to file a new flight plan.
To Leave The Islands of The Bahamas Private Pilots Need:
(a) One copy of The Bahamas Customs General Declaration Outward Form (C7).
(b) To turn in The Bahamas Immigration card copy .
(c) To file a flight plan.
(d) Call and advise U.S. Customs of arrival ETA.
(e) Pay the departure Fee: $15 per person.
All persons, six years and over leaving The Islands Of The Bahamas, pay a Government Departure Tax of $15.00.
For further information, please call 1-800-327-7678
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The Coral Sands is located right next door to
Pink Sands, overlooking the same beautiful
beach. This will be home to the Pirate Party of
the November Bahamas Treasure Hunt. The
hotel is perched on a hill looking out over the
turquoise Atlantic Ocean. Rooms are priced
from $350 per night. Telephone: (242) 333-2350.
The Sugar Apple, located in town and owned by
Bahamians, is within walking distance of Pink
Sand Beach. Rooms are reasonably priced from
$149 per night. Telephone: (242) 333-2750.

Restaurants
The island offers a good variety of restaurants.
You will find the best dining establishments at
each of the hotels just mentioned, including
The Blue Bar at Pink Sands and The Terrace at
Coral Sands. In addition, I recommend the Rock
House Grill at the Rock House hotel overlooking
the harbor in a beautiful colonial setting.

I would be remiss if I did not include Sip
Sip, an independent and famous restaurant
overlooking Pink Sand Beach. With a vivid
green color motif in a tropical environment
overlooking the beach, the restaurant provides
for a unique experience, all with fancy
food. All of the above restaurants have a
price range for lunch between $20-$30.

Return Home
When returning from the Bahamas, you
must follow the usual international flight
procedures to enter the United States.
First, file an international flight plan, either
VFR or IFR. Second, call the Customs
office stateside where you intend to land
to let them know of your arrival with an
exact time, your tail number and the
number of people on board. In return,
the customs office will give you a two
letter code that will serve as proof you

in fact called them. See the sidebar
for more details about this process.
Pilots in the United States are blessed by having
an exotic destination close by, so accessible
by airplane. In just a quick hop, you can see
a beautiful mix of ocean scenery, historic
landmarks, sandy beaches, and ever-blue
skies, in a friendly and unique island culture.
Any owner of a PA46 is in a perfect position
to take full advantage of this nearby paradise.
If you intend to treat your foreign friends to
a little jaunt from the Bahamas, make sure
that every foreign passenger has his or her
passport and either a tourist visa stamped
in the passport or a green I94 card giving
temporary entry to the United States. Do
not in any circumstance bring to U.S. soil a
foreign friend without either a visa or temporary
card: that would result in a $5,000 fine.
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Notes From
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Headquarters

by Russ Caauwe

NEW MEMBERS

Russ Caauwe
Executive Director
Russ has been crazy about
airplanes all of his life. He
obtained his license in Norfolk,
Nebraska, at the age of 17.
Entering the Air Force at 19,
Russ served two years as an
airborne radar mechanic. In
1950, he was accepted for pilot
training, and after graduation,
was commissioned as a 2nd Lt.
and pilot. Russ served in the
82nd Fighter Squadron, flying
F-94’s and F-89’s, in Iceland,
where he met his wife Bjorg (Bea).
After completing his tour with the
76th Fighter Squadron in Presque
Isle, Maine, Russ pursued various
business interests, including life
as a Customer Engineer for IBM;
later as President of his own data
processing company; and finally,
as a corporate pilot, from which
he retired in 1997, having enjoyed
over 3,500 hours flying a 1984
Malibu, and a 1989 Mirage.

Erik Troan
Cary, NC
Erik holds a Private license with an
Instrument rating. He has over 625 hours.
Scott Kubitz
N237ST
El Paso, TX
Scott has a new Meridian. He has
over 550 hours and holds SEL MEL
and Instrument ratings.
Dustin Berlin
Orem, UT
No information available.
Jonas Chadasevicius
LY-MON
Vilnius, Lithuania
Jonas is ATM Safety & Quality Division
Chief. So, we now add another country
to our list of foreign members.
Jeffrey Diederich
N53238
Marion, IL
Jeffrey owns a Meridian. He has over 1400
hours. He holds Private, Commercial, multi,
Instrument, AGI and glider ratings.
Kimber Eubanks
Overland Park, KS
Kimber has over 700 hours. He holds MEL
and Instrument ratings. He is a Physician
and his company is PainCARE.
R. Thomas Patten
N55ZG
Nashville, TN
Thomas has a Meridian.
He has over 3600 hours.
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Steven Combs
N28BR
Scottsbluff, NE
Steven is a Dentist. He has a Malibu
and has over 2500 Hours. He holds a
Commercial license and SIE, MEL and
IFR ratings.
Stephen Savran
N747JP
Las Vegas, NV
Stephen is a Cardiologist. He has over 2400
hours and holds SEL, MEL and Instrument
ratings. He owns a JetProp.

Jeff Jones
Bloomington, IN
Jeff has over 700 hours and holds an
Instrument rating. His company is
Flying Tuna.
Ken Clark
Queenstown, South Africa
Ken is a Soft Drink Manufacturer.
He has over 1750 hours and holds
“Single piston IF” ratings.
Randy Henderson
N415WR
Menlo Park, CA
Randy has a JetProp. He has over
500 hours and holds a Private license
with SEL and instrument ratings.
Jeremy Brown
Scottsdale, AZ
Jeremy is with Arizona Piper at Scottsdale.
He has over 500 hours and holds CSE
and Instrument ratings.
Giorgio Cagliero
La Jolla, CA
Giorgio holds ATP single and multiengine
C500 and DA10 ratings. He has over
3400 hours.
Craig Fortenbery
Murray, KY
Craig is a Commercial Diver. He has over
800 hours and holds a Private license with
an Instrument rating.
Tom Hardman
Gainsville, GA
No information available.
Marc Lair
San Diego, CA
Marc has over 3000 hours and holds a
Private license with SEL, MEL, Instrument,
Rotocraft and Helicopter ratings. He has
a JetProp.
Richard Moffett
Jersey Shore, PA
Richard has over 500 hours and holds SEL
and Instrument ratings. He is an engineer.
John Cummuta
Prairie du Chien, WI
John has over 650 hours and hold
an Instrument rating. His an author
and a speaker.

Blair Cunnings
N423JT
Fresno, CA
Blair is a roofing contractor. He has over
1000 hours and holds a Private license
with SEL MEL and Instrument ratings.
He has a JetProp.
Barton Rosprim
Dallas, TX
No information available.
Randall Davis
Cartersville, GA
Randal is an Attorney. He has over 12000
hours and holds the following ratings: ATP
for ASEL and AMEL, CFI for ASEL, AMEL,
INSTR. Comm for Glider, Rotercraft, ASEL.
Type ratings: LRJET, C500 G159, G1159.

William Yandell
Memphis, TN
William has rejoined us after a long hiatus.
Welcome back! He holds MEL and
Instrument ratings. He has over 1500 hours.
Dallen Trealoff
N168RV
Riverside, CA
Dallen has over 1600 hours. He holds a
Commercial license and has an Instrument
rating. He has a Meridian.

Christopher G. Meadows
N465ME
Vestavia Hill, AL
Christopher is a Professional Pilot. He has
over 6000 hours and holds ATP CFII and
MEI ratings. They have a Meridian.
John Hall
Spring Branch, TX
John’s occupation is Aircraft Sales &
Acquisitions. He has over 2500 hours and
holds a Commercial license with SEL, MEL
and CE-5255 ratings.

		

Bill Boisture
Westlake, TX
Bill has over 3200 hours and holds
a Commercial license with an
Instrument rating.
Ranon Amundson
N225MA
Carmel, IN
Ranon is a Corporate Pilot. He has
over 1700 hours and holds a Commercial
license with CFI and CFII ratings. He flies
a Meridian.
Bryan Taylor
N4360U
White Lake, NC
Bryan is a Pilot for CCI.
They have a JetProp.
Les Liman
N804JH
Steamboat Springs, CO
Les has over 3050 hours and holds
a Commercial license with Multi and
Instrument ratings.
T Michael Garrison
Leawood, KS
Michael is a Flight Instructor/FAA Examiner.
He has over 9850 hours and holds the
following: ATP AMEL; Comm ASEL;ASES
Master CFI, CFII, MEI and is a FAA
Designated Pilot Examiner.
Alan Davson
ZS-LLD
Tzaneen, South Africa
Alan is an Agricultural Consultant.
He has over 6000 hours and holds a
Private License with IFR and Night ratings.
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Convention at Colorado Springs:
The Wild, Wild West
by Jeff Schweitzer

The open spirit of the great Wild West
is captured nowhere better than in the
frontier town of Colorado Springs at the
base of the mighty Rocky Mountains.
Rising sharply from the high plains of the
western United States, the Rockies are the
result of massive uplift that buckled the earth’s
crust nearly 100 million years ago. Ever since,
the tall peaks have been quietly standing guard
over a vast region that is defined and shaped
by these imposing barriers. The formation is
huge, extending more than 3,000 miles all the
way to Alaska. The extended range forms the
Continental Divide, separating rivers draining
to the Atlantic from those draining to the
Pacific. In Colorado, Mt. Elbert is the highest
peak at 14,431 ft. These are not little foothills.

A Brief Look Back

Just as the physical history of the area has
been dominated by the local mountains,
so too has local human history. Virtually
every aspect of life in the region is affected
by the presence of these geological giants,
from weather, farming, water, availability
of raw materials, and an economy once
based almost exclusively on mining. Mineral
springs in the foothills of Pikes Peak and
rich hunting grounds nearby long attracted
Native Americans from the Plains, including
the Cheyenne, Ute and Arapaho tribes. These
Indians harvested the region’s bounty for over
1000 years. Not surprisingly, those simpler
times of hunting and gathering were numbered
when White settlers discovered gold in
abundance in the shadows of Pikes Peak.
Gold in them thar hills
Large gold deposits west of Denver began
luring a wave of prospectors in 1859, and
as their population grew, the village of
Colorado City was soon established. The
nascent settlement served as a supply depot
for those seeking riches in the South Park
goldfields. The railroad could not be far behind.
First to grab the opportunity was a railroad
tycoon by the name of General William Jackson
Palmer, a former Civil War commander, who
passed through the area during his survey
for a route for his narrow-gauge Denver & Rio
Grande Railway. He liked what he saw, and
as a base for his new railroad, he founded
Colorado Springs in 1871 in the form of
a company town. Palmer was unusual in
the railway business, with a reputation for
honesty and integrity not common among
his brethren. With him also came a sense
of decorum often missing from settlements
elsewhere in the often lawless west: as a
Quaker he forbade the presence of any alcohol
in his new town. Of course, Colorado City
was close by, giving those interested in less
pure pursuits ample opportunity to indulge.
cont. page 54
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Today, we view narrow gauge railroads as quaint, but Palmer’s choice
was inspired: the smaller tracks are well suited to mountainous terrain,
and can handle steeper turns than standard railways. The first section of
Palmer’s railroad extended to Pikes Peak from Denver, where the Kansas
Pacific Railroad terminated. As with most cities in the western United
States, the railroad played a major role in subsequent development.
Little London
The convenience of rail travel immediately brought tourists to the area,
which soon became a haven for celebrities of the day. In addition to
American royalty such as John D. Rockefeller and Oscar Wilde, the
majestic mountains, clear air and clean water also attracted visitors
from England, in numbers so great that the town became known as
Little London. Ever the entrepreneur, General Palmer built the luxurious
Antlers Hotel, which became a destination of choice for the rich and
famous. But the development initiated by Palmer would not rest, and
the days of quiet solitude in luxury resorts would soon be challenged.
Golden Road
Coming full circle, gold once again became the region’s magnet
when a new mother lode was discovered in Cripple Creek in 1891.
In just one decade, the population of Colorado Springs exploded
to 35,000 people. Among them were an elite group of about 50
millionaires, newly wealthy from gold (and copper), who built
elaborate homes in the north section of the city. One of the lucky
nouveau-riche was Spencer Penrose. I bring him to your attention
because he built The Broadmoor, host to our 2006 convention,
as well as Pikes Peak Highway and the Cheyenne Mountain Zoo.
Inevitably, the gold vein eventually gave up, and the town gradually
returned to a sleepy existence dedicated to tourists seeking quiet luxury
away from the masses. The area also attracted recovering tuberculosis
patients, who benefited from the thin dry air. But the city would again
awaken with a robust and growing economy to begin the cycle anew.
Word War II
During the war, the military established Fort Carson (Army) and
Peterson Air Force Base, which eventually became host to the Air
Force Space Command and hub for all Air Force space activities. The
Air Force Academy joined the growing military party in the early 1950s.
That was followed in 1958 by the installation of the North American
Air (currently Aerospace) Defense Command (NORAD), dedicated to
protecting the airspace of Alaska, Canada and the contiguous 48 states.
The facility was built to withstand a direct nuclear missile attack by
burying the entire command deep in the heart of Cheyenne Mountain.
The foothills of that mountain are in fact where you will be when you
visit The Broadmoor, never far from the area’s historic past. The large
and expanding military presence created a foundation for sustained
economic growth, which the region still enjoys today. Even now the
military contributes substantially to the local economy, but tourism
and other industries provide for greater diversity than in the early days.

The Broadmoor

The Broadmoor is deeply integrated into local history, which is
surprisingly rich and colorful given the relatively short time frame.
After all, we are not talking about 3000 year old pyramids here.
The resort sits on land once owned by Willie Wilcox, a tuberculosis
patient seeking better health, who bought the property in 1880
to start a dairy farm. Apparently ol’ Willie had little knack for the
business, and was soon shopping to rid himself of his farming folly.
Prussian Counts
What history would be complete without a Prussian count? Just so,
Prussian Count James Pourtales came to the rescue, partnering with
Wilcox to keep the farm alive. He was able to do so by drawing on his
expertise in scientific farming methods being practiced in Germany.
All well and good, but still the farm did not generate enough revenue
to provide the riches he needed to sustain his estate in Prussia.
Being of the upper crust, the good Count decided that in
order to make money he needed to create a wealthy suburb in
Colorado Springs that would have all the necessary services
and amenities to support high-value home sites, which he would
of course sell. In 1890, with that goal in mind, Pourtales formed
The Broadmoor Land and Investment Company, which promptly
bought a 2,400 acre tract, including the original Wilcox farm.

Bowing to human nature, Pourtales first
built a casino, which he opened in 1891.
Later he constructed a small hotel. But
alas, this scheme worked no better than
the Wilcox dairy farm, and the Count
was forced into bankruptcy. His proud
dream soon became a boarding
house and day school for girls.
Along Came Penrose
While Pourtales’s dream died ignobly,
our good friend and newly rich
Spencer Penrose had another vision:
he intended to use his enormous
wealth from gold and copper to make
the Pikes Peak region the world’s most
interesting, beautiful and desirable resort
destination. In 1916 he purchased a 40
acre plot that including The Broadmoor
Casino and Hotel, and 400 adjoining acres.

…guests now have
access to three
golf courses, a full fitness
center, 7 tennis courts, a
world-class spa, hair salon,
indoor and outdoor swimming
pools, 15 restaurants, cafes
and bars, and specialty
shops and boutiques.

Wasting no time, Penrose imported the best
architects, artisans and designers from Europe,
and began constructing the main complex of The
Broadmoor in 1917. The three buildings of the original
design, including all 111 guest rooms, were completed by
the summer of 1918. The new resort featured a spectacular
curved marble staircase, original and dramatic chandeliers, ornately
hand-painted beams and ceilings, carved marble fountains and
the striking pink façade that we see today. Penrose, however, did
not stop there. Taking advantage of what he knew to be the tourist
value of Pikes Peak, he built the Pikes Peak Highway leading to
the summit, as an alternative to the well-established and much
beloved Cog Railway. But he also purchased and modernized the
railway in 1925, which is now viewed as one of his lasting legacies.
He established the Cheyenne Mountain Zoo, considered today
to be one of the finest privately-owned zoos in the United States.
Obsessed with excellence, Penrose brought Louis Stratta over from Italy
to be The Broadmoor’s first executive chef. Stratta has been followed
by only three other executive chefs in the resort’s nearly 90 year history,
longevity virtually unseen anywhere else in the hospitality industry.
This stability and experience in excellence are partly why the resort’s
cuisine continues to attract the world’s most discerning travelers.
With its growing reputation, The Broadmoor expanded to meet rising
demand. As a result, guests now have access to three golf courses, a full
fitness center, 7 tennis courts, a world-class spa, hair salon, indoor and
outdoor swimming pools, 15 restaurants, cafes and bars, and specialty
shops and boutiques. The resort now offers 593 rooms and 107 suites.
Guest Rooms
The rooms and suites at the resort do not disappoint. In addition to
what one would expect from a world-class luxury resort, with all the
pampering amenities, the rooms have spectacular views of Cheyenne
Mountain or Cheyenne Lake, a Bose CD and radio, luxury bathrooms,
period furniture, and of course, high-speed internet access.
Amenities and Services
The 43,000 square foot full-service spa features over 100 massage,
body, facial, nail, hair and fitness treatments, along with 12
signature spa treatment combinations for men and women. If
that provides too much relaxation, you can always exercise your
wallet, with plenty of specialty shops willing to accommodate,
selling men’s and women’s clothing, shoes, accessories,
fine arts, precious gems, and even unique kitchen supplies.
Dining
We can say without hesitation that guests will not go wanting for
food. The Penrose Room is the elegant Zagat-rated restaurant so
well known to global travelers. Traditional tableside entrees include
Chateaubriand of Beef, Fillets of English Dover Sole and Steak Diane,
along with Colorado Rack and Loin of Lamb and Roasted Turbot.
Libations include an award-winning wine selection and an extensive
menu of cognacs, armagnacs, single-malt scotches and ports. This
cont. page 58
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pinnacle of excellence, however, is not the only choice: dining
experiences range from the casual Pool Café or informal Coffee
Bar to the Lake Terrace Dining Room, famous for its astonishing
Sunday Brunch, a true extravaganza. More than 70 items are offered,
including savory entrees, carved meats, prime rib, fresh seafood,
made-to-order omelets, pâtés, Belgian waffles, blintzes, bagels
and lox, fresh fruit and a variety of dessert selections highlighted
by the resort’s famed “bananas foster.” Live classical piano music
and dramatic ice sculptures provide additional ambience. The
daily breakfasts there, by the way, are none too shabby either.
For the true carnivores among us, The Tavern specializes in
prime-aged beef, chops and seafood. If liquid entertainment is
more appealing, three bars and lounges await. Given the “Little
London” influence on the area, the Broadmoor offers high tea
every afternoon in a setting of warm elegance reminiscent of an
English library in the Penrose Lounge. The British influence is
further betrayed at the Golden Bee, an authentic 19th century
English pub, featuring hearty fare such as Devonshire cheddar
cheese soup, steak and potato pie, English “Ploughman’s Lunch”
and hearty sandwiches. Guests can complete any meal in oldLondon style with The Bee’s famous yard and half-yard size ales
and a dessert of English trifle. This will not be the time to diet.
While all meals could easily be consumed on site, some
restaurants nearby demand attention as well. My favorite is the
Craftwood Inn, a romantic cottage in the hills overlooking Manitou
Springs, serving elk, pheasant, quail, caribou, wild boar, lamb,
buffalo, venison, and of course beef. Even in this atmosphere of
abundant meat consumption, the restaurant is also known for
its hearty vegetarian dishes. Two other restaurants that I enjoy
are Walters Bistro, specializing in fresh seafood, an oddity in a
severely landlocked area, and The Blue Star, with an eclectic
mix of contemporary foods and deep collection of fine wines.

Local Attractions

The region offers too many attractions to review in detail, so we
will take a brief tour of those for which the area is best known.
I suspect some of these will be included in the pre-convention
or companion tours. You might also consider tacking on a day
or two before or after the convention to explore the region in
greater depth. Unless you add some time you will not be able
to experience the many unique attractions found in the area.
Garden of the Gods
Towering sandstone formations sculpted by time into dramatic
spires, peaks and vertical cliffs stand at the base of Pikes Peak,
spread across a 1,350 acre historic landmark known as the Garden
of the Gods. Many of the formations are over 300 million years
old. The park is home to honey ants, bears, mountain lions and
rattlesnakes, to name a few critters, and is a perfectly preserved
snapshot of the region’s geological history etched into the visible
layers in the rocks. Hiking, horseback riding, mountain biking,
and rock climbing are all allowed within the park. Guided tours
are available. You can also venture off by yourself into the miles of
trails, ranging in difficultly from an easy stroll along level ground to
rigorous hiking up steep rises and along narrow ridges. Garden
of the Gods is a free city park. Just drive in, park and start hiking
if you like. I recommend first stopping by the Trading Post to pick
up a free park map, and some free advice on where to get started.
Manitou Springs
Just four miles west of Colorado Springs, the magical town of
Manitou Springs sits hidden quietly between the Garden of the Gods
and Pikes Peak. The town was named appropriately as the site of
nine mineral springs, all fed by waters rising from deep aquifers,
which are continuously replenished by snow melt from Pikes Peak.
As the water flows to the surface, minerals such as carbonic acid
are absorbed in high concentrations, yielding the famous bubbles
for which these spring waters are known. For centuries, Indians
have come here to drink this natural tonic water as a cure for
various digestive ailments. During summer months, you can take
a “Springabout” tour in which a guide will bring you to each of the
9 springs for a taste of the waters that made the region famous.
Manitou Springs is located at the base of the region’s most
famous mountain, named after Zebulon Montgomery Pike.
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Oddly enough Pike never reached the peak of his namesake. He
was however the first to write about the area, which attracted other
explorers, including Dr. Edwin Dames, who was the first to conquer
the mountain, in 1820. Today getting to the top of Pikes Peak is a
bit easier than in the days of Dames. You have the choice of driving
up the 19-mile highway to the summit or taking the cog railway.
Pikes Peak Cog Railway
You catch the Pikes Peak Cog Railway at a quaint station in the heart of
downtown Manitou Springs. This amazing railway will take you up 25%
grades to the summit at 14,110 feet. The tracks cover just 8.9 miles, but the
round trip consumes 3 hours. The last three miles are all above timberline;
due to the altitude passengers are allowed a maximum of 40 minutes on
top. On the way up you will likely see some wildlife, including golden and
bald eagles, Bighorn Sheep, mule deer, elk or black bears. This ride is a
must-see, and views from the peak are spectacular. On a clear day you
can see the skyscrapers of downtown Denver sitting 65 miles distant.
On my last trip, winds shut down both the highway and the railroad, but
I have been to the top several times in years past. If you visit Colorado
Springs, you must get to the top of Pikes Peak if you do nothing else.
You will not be alone. Pikes Peak is the now most visited mountain in
North America, and in fact the second most visited mountain in the
world behind Mount Fuji in Japan. More than a half million people
reach the peak every year, either by rail or car. Those of you into
Americana trivia will be interested to learn that Kathryn Lee Bates was
inspired to write America the Beautiful in 1893 after a visit to the summit.
Cave of the Winds
Just outside Manitou Springs is Cave of the Winds, which opened in
1881, making it the oldest attraction in the Pikes Peak region. This cave is
an underground mansion of rooms and passages, home to all you would
expect from familiar limestone formations such as stalactites, stalagmites,
flowstone curtains, bacon sheets, soda straws and wedding cakes. Three
different tours are available, each catering to specific levels of interest
in the spacious chambers and cave formations. The Discovery Tour is
designed to give the entire family a good view of the caverns without any
strenuous activity. Feeling adventurous, my wife and I took the Lantern
Tour, which is not for the claustrophobic. Each member of the group is
handed a kerosene lantern, and led into the unlit portions of the cave
through narrow passages, some 40 feet or so long and only tall enough
to crawl through. You do not want to lose your lantern. The tour gives
you a good sense of caving without any of the danger, if you’re willing
to get a little dirty. We enjoyed the tour and would gladly do it again.
Manitou Cliff Dwellings
Also located just outside Manitou Springs are the Manitou Cliff
Dwellings, a truly rare historic treasure of actual Anasazi habitats
built in the period of 1100 – 1300 A.D. These are authentic ruins, but
unlike most such protected structures, however, you will find no “do
not touch” signs here. You are allowed to go inside what is in fact an
incredibly well-preserved architectural remnant of American Indian
culture. The site also has two museums worth visiting, featuring artifacts
from prehistoric Southwestern Indians and detailed explanations
and audiovisual presentations on the making of traditional pottery.
Cheyenne Mountain Zoo
Just a few minutes from The Broadmoor, the zoo is known for its stateof-the art exhibits that bring you nose-to-nose with gorillas and other
primates in a setting that has become a model for other facilities around
the country. Lurking nearby on the 146 acre facility are 750 animals
representing 142 species, including Amur tigers, hippos, giraffes,
elephants, bears, wolves, penguins, and Komodo dragons, to name a
few. Don’t miss the naked mole rate exhibit. At an elevation of 6,800 feet,
the park is the only mountain zoo in the United States. A tram trolls the
park to take you to the various exhibits, which can be quite a hike apart.
Seven Falls
With the majestic Rocky Mountains and scenic Garden of the Gods nearby,
the competition for natural beauty is fierce, but Seven Falls measures up.
The falls cascade down 181 feet in seven distinct steps over a solid cliff of
granite. If your thighs are willing, a 224-step stairway leads to a system of
trails at the top that take you to Midnight Falls, and then onto Inspiration
Point, with a breathtaking view of Colorado Springs and the Plains beyond.
cont. page 60
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Royal Gorge Bridge and Park
The most visited of all the attractions in the
Pikes Peak region, this park features the
longest single-span Aerial Tram, the world’s
steepest Incline Railway, and the world’s
highest suspension bridge, all surrounded
by breathtaking scenery. The bridge spans
across a gorge one-quarter of a mile wide
and sits 1,053 feet above the churning
Arkansas River way down below. The same
folks that engineered the Royal Gorge
Bridge also built in 1931 the incline railroad,
in which you descend at a 45 degree angle
a full 1,550 feet through a gulch carved
naturally between towering granite walls.
Perhaps scenic beauty, steep railways
and dramatic bridges do not give you an
adrenaline rush; if so, you can always
ride the world’s highest Skycoaster, which
suspends you 1200 feet above the Arkansas
River just before letting you free fall at 50
miles per hour toward the canyon floor.
I have not personally experienced that
bit of excitement, but I am told on good
authority the ride will get your heart pumping.
Gold Mine Tour
Take advantage of your proximity to Cripple
Creek to tour the only 1000 foot verticalshaft gold mine in the United States at
the Mollie Kathleen Gold Mine. Visitors
descend into the earth’s depths to witness
the operation of gold mining equipment
ranging from drifter drills, tuggers, slushers,
stopper drills, jack leg drills, rocker shovel
mucking machines, and an early 1900’s air
powered steam hoist, believed to be the
smallest steam hoist ever manufactured.
As an added attraction, visitors ride aboard
the last air-powered Tram-Air Locomotive,
traveling the same old mine rail that miners
rode with their shipments of gold ore.

Shopping

What visit would be complete without
spending some hard-earned cash? The best
place to go for local flavor in shopping is Old
Colorado City, the region’s oldest historic
district. Yes, that initial settlement established
in 1859, famous for its saloons and brothels
that catered to those less inclined to follow
General Palmer’s strict Quaker moral codes
in Colorado Springs. But even here certain
etiquette had to be followed. The south
side of Colorado Avenue, the town’s central
boulevard, was lined with establishments of
ill repute such as saloons and brothels, while
the north side was home to more respectable
businesses. Connecting the two sides
were more than 12 miles of underground
tunnels, which allowed the town’s most
respected citizens to partake in the seedier
aspects of life without risk of being seen.
The atmosphere today is a little more
genteel: the 100 year old buildings and large
shade trees provide an attractive setting
for the western mix of cafés, restaurants,
antiques, art galleries, Indian art and
jewelry, boutiques and specialty shops.

Colorado Springs Airport

The City of Colorado Springs Municipal
Airport (KCOS), located just 6 miles southeast
of the city, is served by most of the major
domestic airlines. More than 2 million
passengers pass through the facility each
year, all of whom get to enjoy a view of
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Pikes Peak prominent in the distance. While
a major hub today, the beginning was more
humble. In 1927, the same year Lindbergh
flew solo across the Atlantic, Colorado Springs
purchased 640 acres of grassland for $17,500,
which included two short gravel runways. By
1929 the airport was considered busy if 6
passengers per month were seen. Growth was
slow: throughout the 1930’s, the airport served
on average only 35 passengers per year.
Activity picked up during and after World War
II. The first terminal building was completed
in the 1940’s, and that original structure
still stands as the Peterson Air Force Base
Museum. The field became a military operation
during the war; at war’s end, civilians and the
military shared runways and terminals for the
next quarter century. That arrangement ended
in 1966, when the city built a new terminal on
the west side of the field. The terminal was
expanded numerous times, barely keeping
pace with growth. Today you will find, if you
arrive commercially, a three-level 280,000
square-foot, 16-gate terminal complex.

Colorado Aviation: Our Host FBO

In spite of the commercial traffic, KCOS
is a GA-friendly field, devoting over 200
acres to private aircraft. Those arriving in
their own airplanes need not worry about
runway length. To accommodate bigger
jets struggling with high density altitude at
a field with an elevation of 6,200 feet, the
runways were expanded so that the shortest
is over 8,000 feet. The airport offers 24hour tower and approach control services
and a variety of instrument approaches.
Our host at the airport this year will be
Colorado Aviation, which is family owned
and operated. I have found from experience,
along with many AirNav searches, that
this FBO consistently has the lowest fuel
prices within a large radius. The service is
excellent, with owners Kimberly and Craig
Powell always providing personalized and
friendly assistance. They, and their staff,
consistently go out of their way to help you
with transportation, lodging and dining, or
whatever services you request. I have never
had a faster turnaround when needed. The
last time I was passing through, Kim knew
I was looking to get out quickly, and she
brought out the fuel receipt for me to sign,
along with a cup of coffee, as I was doing
my pre-flight. That level of personal care is
sometimes hard to find at the larger FBOs.
We will be in good hands at the convention.

Hook Up the Wagons

If the universe is properly aligned, I should
have the pleasure of seeing every member
of MMOPA at the convention this year. We
have no excuse not to make this the biggest
and best of all, with record numbers of
members, vendors and airplanes. If you
own or operate a PA-46 of any kind, you do
not want to miss this event. We know the
weather will be good. The accommodations
are the best we have ever experienced, and
the academic program this year is better
than ever. Colorado Springs might just be
the perfect convention destination. If I have
failed to excite you about this convention,
please check your pulse to make sure there
is one. The only other possibility is that I am
an incompetent or bad writer, something too
horrible to contemplate. I will see you soon.
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M•MOPA Classifieds

AIRCRAFT UPHOLSTERY

Let us do your next custom interior.
Leather is our specialty. See our website
www.flyinghorse.us Located in Granbury,
TX, 30 miles west of Ft. Worth. Minimum
completion time/20yr experience.
817-579-6445/817-312-4629
E-mail: jvaughn@flyinghorse.us

FLORIDA SPRUCE CREEK FLY-IN
America’s Premier #1 Fly-In and Country Club
Gated Community with it’s own Airport. 4,000'
paved lighted, east/west runway, paved taxiways, fuel. Featuring hangar homes, golf course
homes, nature homes, and condominiums.
15 minutes from Daytona Beach International
Airport and the Atlantic
Ocean. Contact Spruce Creek Fly-In Realty
for information on all properties and prices,
new or resale. Website: www.fly-in.com
Lenny Ohlsson, Broker
E-mail: sales@fly-in.com
800-932-4437 or Evening 386-761-8804
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GPS MANUAL
The Garmin GNS 480 pilot-friendly manual is
now available. Our task-oriented manuals are
simplified directions that lead you step-by-step
through all the operations. Includes descriptions
of all pages. Valuable take-along aids for the
cockpit. Our library includes: The Garmin GNS
430, GNS530, G1000, GPSmap 295, 196, 296 and
396, Bendix/King’s KLN 89B/94, KLN 90B, and
KLN 900. IFR models $39.95. Handhelds $34.95.
Add $6.00 for S&H. Other than U.S. add $6 more.
ZD Publishing, Inc., PO Box 3487, Wichita, KS
67201, 888-310-3134. www.zdpublishing.com

WANTED
Eclipse 500 delivering position for 2006 or 2007.
Call 713-864-4000 or fax 713-868-9393,
ask for Johnnie.
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Training Update ...
The following facilities offer initial and/or recurrent training for the Malibu•Mirage.
This list does not constitute an endorsement of any of the trainers listed below.
Advanced Flight Training
International, Inc.

Vero Beach, FL
(772) 473-7356
Initial & Recurrent Courses
Aircraft Training Services, LLC.

Shawnee, Kansas
(913) 441-7820
Initial & Refresher Courses
Aviation Training Management

Vero Beach, Florida
(772) 778-7815
Initial & Refresher by Appointment

FlightSafety International

Lakeland, Florida
1-800-726-5037
Initial & Recurrent Training
Lester Kyle’s Aircraft Training

Vero Beach, Florida
(772) 562-5438
Initial & Recurrent Training
Mariani Aviation Services

Vero Beach, Florida
(772) 567-8666 or (772) 713-4368
Initial & Refresher Training with
John Mariani at any location

RWR Pilot Training

Baltimore, Maryland
1-866-870-8196
www.rwrpilottraining.com
Initial & Recurrent Training for Malibu,
Mirage, and Meridian with Dick Rochfort
at any location
SimCom Training Centers

Vero Beach, Florida
1-800-272-0211
Initial & Refresher by Appointment

Eclipse International, Inc.

St.Petersburg, Florida
(727) 822-1611
Initial & Refresher with Mary Bryant at
St. Petersburg or Customer’s Location

MALIBU/MIRAGE SAFETY & TRAINING FOUNDATION
August 11 - 13
Seattle, WA
Everett – Snohomish County
Paine Field Airport (PAE)
Piper Host / FBO: Crown Aviation
Hotel: Hilton Garden Inn
Seattle North / Everett

September 29 – October 1
Groton, CT
Groton-New London Airport (GON)
Piper Host / Service FBO: Columbia Aircraft
Sales, Inc.
Hotel: Mystic Marriott
October 27 – 29
Olathe (Kansas City) KS
Johnson County Executive Airport (OJC)
Piper Host / FBO: Kansas City Aviation
Center, Inc. (KCAC)
Hotel: Courtyard by Marriott

Events Calendar ...
16th Annual Convention
September 13-17, 2006
Colorado Springs, CO
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Helpline ...
620-728-8634

SYSTEMS / MAINTENANCE
SESSIONS:
March 24 – 26
Palm Springs, CA
Desert Resort Airport (TRM) Thermal, CA
Hotel: Fantasy Springs Resort Casino
November 17 – 19
Fredericksburg, TX
Gillespie County Airport (T82)
Hotel: Hangar Hotel

